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SUMMARY
This report describes the results of the study to develop a conceptual design for a multi-
kilowatt modularized spacecraft power processing system that can be used on a majority
of space vehicles to be launched during the shuttle era.
During the Task I effort, electrical power requirements of orbital spacecraft of the shuttle
era were identified by m!ssion type, power level, number of missions, and number of space-
craft in each mission. The data indicated that electrical power requirements can be met by
solar array/battery systems, fuel cells for the short duration missions, and radioisotope
thermoelectric generators for planetary missions.
A survey of power levels indicates that modularization on a multihundred watt level could
economically satisfy most missions, considering 228 satellites of 43 different systems
from 1973 through 1991.
The power processor functions were investigated, and it was determined that the shuttl
power system influenced user equipment, that source power processing was best modularized
with the source, and that load processors could best be integrated when located with the load.
This concept of remote power processors for users is similar to the remote decoders and
remote multiplexers placed within using subsystems.
Based on the results of Task I, Task H emphasis was placed on modularizing power systems
which satisfy a greater total number of spacecraft than any other type. Specific attention was
placed on the direct energy transfer approach which makes the solar array power available
to the load at a regulated voltage level without an in-line power processing penalty. Total,
partial, and sequenced source shunt regulation concepts were considered, and advantages
and disadvantages of each were examined to provide data for a specific recommendation. Tha
sequenced shunt regulator appeared most attractive, but has the drawback of a more compli-
cated interface with the solar array.
Since energy storage is required with most solar array systems, configurations to accommo-
date batteries were investigated, both to provide the battery energy to the bus at a regulated
level, and to replenish the battery energy. It appears that battery charging is mission de-
pendent, since i^ gar-earth missions require relatively controlled, high rate charging. Geo-
synchronous missions can accommodate variable, low rate approaches that include separate
battery charge solar arrays and simple current limiting resistors.
In parallel with these system studies, mechanical arrangements were reviewed to permit a
modular approach. The lack of a standardized vehicle interface directed attention inward
rather than outward. Earlier concepts considered for standardized repair and retrieval were
not being pursued with vigor, since it appears that the modular power system should provide
a simple, clean interface with the vehicle.
Since the majority of planned spacecraft will be shuttle launched, methods of accepting fuel
cell power during the launch and ascent mode were studied, and at least one approach was
1
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found acceptable without a signifipant penalty on the modular power system. This concept
isolates the solar array and battery charger portion of the bus from the load side by a holding
relay energized from the shuttle. fuel cell power can now be applied to the isolated source bus,
and the flow of power can be controlled by the series combination of battery charger and
battery discharger. Since the shuttle is capable of near-earth orbits only, its vehicle payloads
will have high-rate chargers fully capable of processing the fuel cell power without the penalty
of additional hardware.
To simplify selection of an optimum bus configuration based on a numerical rating, all candi-
date systems were categorized as unregulated with remote regulation, central series regulated,
or central shunt regulated. Thirteen considerations were identified as affecting system
selection, and arbitrary weighting factors were developed based on past experience to permit
optimization.
Based on this approach for selection of the optimum system, a comparative matrix was
developed showing the relative ranking, weighting factors, and product of the two. The
cumulative values indicated that the central shunt regulation concept was the preferred
system configuration.
The first effort of Task III was to fully define requirements for functional blocks of the selected
power system. The most complex interface is the battery charge regulator, and its require-
ments were developed in detail. This effort indicated that three different battery charge
rates are required to satisfy variations in mission mode and orbital altitide.
The specific charge regulator approach is also used to interface with the shuttle fuel cell
power source, and the battery charge regulator also conditions this unregulated power source
so as to maintain bus voltage quality during orbit acquisition. Variations in orbital altitude
also require two additional normal battery charge rates--a high rate for near earth, and a
low rate for geostationary orbits.
The constant voltage system with central shunt regulation was explored (1) to provide pro-
tection against single point failures with the Electric Power System, (2) to provide excess
peak power capability to clear a downstream fault without failure propagation, and (3) to
detect lack of power margin and provide a signal to shed non-essential loads in the event of
degraded power availability or excess user demand.
This implementation of autonomous power control results in a high piece part cound an	 j
indicator of higher cost, lower reliability, and complexity. To circumvent these apparent
detrimental attributes, designs utilizing bybrid microcircuits were explored for common
logic functions. These circuits can be used in a power system at any power level, even
though power stages may have to be custom designed. This results in a standard central
control and logic circuit in microcircuit form with low parts count and low recurring cost.
	 s
However, the inherent redundancy and autonomous control of power is reliably maintained.
2
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CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY
The review of requirements for free flying spacecraft in the next 15 years has shown that with
the exception of a small percentage of broadcast missions, power requirements are below 2
kilo watts, with 65% of the spacecraft requiring less than 600 watts. Therefore, a modular
power processing s-,rstem need not be multi kilowatt, but growth to 2 kilowatts is needed.
Developing a modularized universal spacecraft power processing system will result in economic
savings as non-recurring design and development costs are eliminated from each spacecraft
system. Standardization of any design will be beneficial in this respect, but this study showed
that a shunt regulated direct energy transfer power system design will provide the greatest
advantages compared to other designs using unregulated power buses.
The basic modular units of the power system are shown in Figure 1. The equipment consists
of
• A partial shunt regulated solar array that is modularized in 500 watt segments.
• A highly redundant central control that governs the operation of the power equipment
to maintain bus regulation.
• A 16 cell nickel cadmiui.? battery, using 20 ampere-hour capacity standard cells.
• A dedicated battery charger tLat 'bucks' the regulated bus voltage down to the battery
terminal voltage while limiting the maximum charge current to 5 amperes (c/4).
st	 • A pulse width modulated boost discharge regulator with a 600 watt output capability
l	 that can operate in parallel with like units as required to satisfy eclipse load demands. 	 1
When selecting a power system design, and comparing p	 	 	  ng it with others, all the power processing
functions must be considered whether they are within the boundaries of the power system or
h	 are provided by the user loads. That is to say, when analyzing an unregulated bus system,
the regulators located at the loads must be considered a power system item even though
3	 historically their penalty has been allocated to the load.
If
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r( The design effort of this study has produced modular concepts at the circuit level, equipment^t
level, and system level. Design rationale developed during the study and failure modes
analysis has provided preliminary design specifications for the power processing equipment.
These can be used for the next logical phase of development which is breadboard hardware.
r Thermal analysis has verified that the power module layouts can be thermally controlled by
passive radiator designs.
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Figure 1. Simplified Shunt Regulation - Direct Energy Transfer Power System
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INTRODUCTION
This contract covers a Phase I program to develop a multi-kilowatt modularized spacecraft
power processing system.	 The program, initiated on 19 October 1973, was organized into
the following tasks:
f	 ! 1.	 Review present and anticipated electrical loads of earth orbital and solar orbital
r spacecraft, and existing applicable information on modularization of multi-kilowatt
power processors.
2.	 Select system concepts and sub-element standardization concepts which demonstrate
' definite inherent advantages, and evaluate ac and do distribution systems, central
and remote power processor modules, and standard trade study parameters.
a
3.	 Create a conceptual modularized design and provide engineering documentation.
f;
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TASK I
f
e	 REVIEW OF INFORMATION
APPRAISAL OF POWER SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY
A review of historical documents was performed at the onset of this project to determine what
previous efforts might be applicable to power processor modularity. This data has been
collected and summarized in the format shown on Table 1. The source of information is
identified, a brief description of the material is included, and particular subjects addressed
in the literature are tabulated as shown. The complete listing of the literature search has
been included as Appendix I-1.
TABLE 1. LITERATURE REVIEW
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REF. SOURCE SUMMARY
~0 IA	 - a p ? NNO. IDENTIFICATION. O • Z	 ^U G 3
2, SOLAR ARRAY COST HISTORICAL SOLAR ARRAY COSTS ARE PRESENTED FOR A ,A A A
REDUCTIONS D, T. BERNATOWICZ.
HAS 	 LEWIS
BROAD CROSS SECTION OF FLIGHT PROJECTS OVER THE
PAST IO YEARS COVERINGA RANGE OFAVCRAGE OUTPUT FROM
1972	 1973 LESS THAN IN WATTS TO A NW,
J. ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE
OF PARALLELING CIFIC UITS
PARALLELING CIRCUITS FOR ANY NUMBER OF INVERTERS (OR
CONVE47ENSIARE ANALYZED AND TEST RCSULTS PRESENTED,
A
FOR MODULAR I NVERTER-
CONVCNTER SYSTEMS
GOOD COIRCSPONDANCI- RIL'TWCCN THEORETICAL AND ACTUAL
FERFORMANCL IS SHOWN, TNA NSICHT LOAO SINRIHG 15 NOT
ARTHUR G, BIRCHENOUGH CMISIOERED. BUT EFFECTS OF OUTPUT FILTER PARAMETERS
PMANCIU COURASH NASA LEWIS IS NOTED,
MARCH 1112 NASA-TH-0-6712
A. SO:ID STATE POIYLR CONTROLLERS
RPIOCELDIFGS CF 11IE SPACE SHUTTLE
ADVANTAGES OF SOLID STATE POWER CONTROLLERS ARC DIS- 	 kCUSSED,. ESPECIALLY AS APPLIED TO 015 FRIUUTCD BU5 REMOTE
IN7 LGMATC0 LLCCTRONICS CONFERENCE, CWTAOLLED SYSTEMS, THE HEED FOR. FIRM UEFINITION OF RE-
VOL' MC 2 IACN C. BOYNIN AND WILLIAM OUINFMF NTS FOR THESE CONTROLLERS IS JOCRTIFIEO. SO  THAT
.4 STAC.0 NASA-MSC AND DONALD C. OUALIFUCD HARPWANF DAN BE UCVLI 01 11. D,
WILF.IAMS. HA!.A-MHFC 1971 N71-25651(NASA-TM-A-5tlW11
Review of documentation on past power systems, and various projections and claims for
future power systems yields some areas of agreement, and yet several areas of disagree-
ment or doubt.
t	 SOURCES
It is generally agreed that spacecraft prime power sources will continue to be photovoltaic
solar arrays or radio-isotope thermoelectric generators (RTG's) for missions in excess of
	 t
30 days. For short term missions, fuel cells will still have great usage. Developmental I
sources, such as the various Brayton cycle engines, are far from the maturity required of
long-life spacecraft. It sould be noted that solar arrays, RTG's, and fuel cells are all
	
i
sources compatible with simple shunt regulators as well as series (in-line) switching regulators,
	
k
both techniques having a high state of development and flight history. By comparison, the
rotating machinery sources, is exemplified by the Brayton and organic-Rankine engines, have
F_	 `	 not yet reached the total "hands-off" status of operation.
f
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REGULATORS
Each of the non-rotating sources have wide output variations which must be handled by a
voltage regulator, but many regulation refinements have been built and satisfactorily flown.
The regulators can be classed in two broad catagories: Dissipative & non-dissipative.
Most viable series (in-line) regulators employ non-dissipative techniques, wherein on-off
switching duty-cycle is varied to provide a constant integrated output voltage. To overcome
response problems inherent in the large output filters required, two loop designs have been
employed, where pulse current is also sensed as a "lead" function. Whether the regulator
is configured as a "boost", "buck", or "boost-buck" type, the control techniques are common
to all.
In the case of shunt regulators, non-dissipative are in the minority. Most are designed as
linear-modulated analog loads, although some "hard-switching" (digital) shunt regulators
have been flown. Bus noise appears ti p be the primary problem with digital shunt regulators,
especially in cases where the magnitu&N of the bus load change is sufficient to cause the
digital regulator to switch many shunt elements. Digital shunt regulators do, however, tend 	 !'
to equalize thermal dissipation requirements over wide load and source variations.
DISTRIBUTION
Two main areas of power distribution are being given considerable attention: Voltage level
and switching techniques.
Voltage
The most mature voltage level, in terms of available hardware and flight experience is at 28	 '+
volts DC. Other levels have been studied in the interests of conserving wire (weight) and
losses (prime power source). The most-often proposed DC voltage level for future large-
scale spacecraft is 100 to 130vdc. Unfortunately, there is a lack of qualified components for
this level, which range from corona-free connectors and other wiring devices to semicon-
ductors with reasonable characteristics and margins.
AC distribution also has its proponents, who base their decision on distribution of high-frequency
power, and requiring each user-load to provide the transformer-rectifier-regulator components
to meet his needs. This concept is analogous to c;ommercia} power systems, wherein each
user employs "power supplies" to meet his needs, except thai weight savings are realized in
a
magnetic and filter components by use of high frequencies. Offsetting this "advantage' are
the EMC problems of interaction and containment of the harmonics originating from the non-
sinusoidal waveforms used. DC distribution proponents are quick to point out that the high
frequency-related "advantages are realized anyway with DC, since each user load contains
DC /DC converters running at these same frequencies and powerlevels
Untilualified high-voltagea co` onents are available with us age-inspired confidence 28 tog	 g	  ^
35 volt DC distribution appears to be the choice for some time to`come.
8
Control
Use of solid-state switches is advocated by many, for the purpose of greater control versa-
tility and increased reliability. Inherently more reliable than electromechanical switching
devices solid-state permits control of switching speeds, and times thereby effectively re-
ducing sources of EMI. Performance of control logic (overload detection, load balance,
etc) is beet implemented by solid-state means, and the intent is to further the expansion into
the load switching as well. Full utilization of these concepts results in distributed-bus systems,
with remote control of all loads and bus/feeder switching by means of a "data bus" under
computer control.
The need for back-up operation in the event of component failure can be covered to an ex-
tent by computer control, but 'manual" operation (as well as by comm. link) is a necessary
requirement. The advantages of remote control/computer control are an overriding con-
sideration only as spacecraft power system size and complexity increases. Below some
break-even point, a cost/weight penality accrues for these methods.
TOTAL POWER SYSTEM	 j
The choice and design of a particular power system for missions in excess of one month life
is governed very strongly by total power, size and complexity considerations. In the fore-
seeable future, all long mission spacecraft will probably continue to have "limp" sources,
which can be properly controlled by shunt regulators. Battery discha age controllers appear
to be well developed in their present non-dissipative form. Regulated DC bus distribution
is to be most commonly employed, with optional computer/remote control, when warranted
by increased size and complexity, if failure modes and their effects can be fully predicted.
REVIEW OF FUTURE SPACECRAFT POWER REQUIREMENTS
To determine the needs of future spacecraft and to provide limitations to this study, the NASA 	 '!
Mission Model Shuttle Systems Payload Data (SSPD) was used as a reference for automated
spacecraft into the 1990 1 s. The term "automated" implies that the spacecraft is self-sufficient
after the shuttle launch, i. e. , it has its own power system as opposed to the "sortie" space-
craft that remains with the shuttle and uses shuttle power throughout its mission.
A sample of the SSPD data sheets which provided the power information is shown on Table 2.
Included is the total power, type of power source, and energy storage if required. The complete
r	 summary of all automated spacecraft power needs is provided as Appendix I-2. A significant
t
	
	 requirement used in the subsequent study was that the most desired voltage for power input
was specified as +28 VDC:
The SSPD identified 228 spacecraft of which 90% required solar arrays and batteries as the
power source. About 5% were nuclear powered and the remaining 5%_ identified other power
sources. Table 3 shows the solar array powered missions which constitute the largest
percentage of all spacecraft, 	 u a
t
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AUTOMATED PAYLOAD
1.6
SUPPORTING SUBSYSTEMS- Data Sheet No.
	 A-4b
Payload No.	 AS-01 -A
'Payload Name	 t„oe Smcc Teleacoce	 Data 16 Anr_ 1973	 Rev. 25 ,tun 7316 Oct 73
- 3. Type (c. g., active or passive environmental 4. Performance (e. g., accuracy of pointing & stabtU-
Subsystem control, star trackers or horizon sensors, zatton, propulsion and RCSthrubter levels,
5.
hydrazine orcold gas, selar cell and battery electrical paver avg and peak levels) Weight,
or RIG) kg 6. Remarks 
-1. Item pb)
No. 2. Name
SM-107 Electrical Solar arrays, batteries, electrical distribution Capability 1. Site avg. at 28 vdc .2%, 1.9 kW peak in- 686 335w avg + 146 VIP In orbit
c:uditg provisions for redundancy and 0, 22 kw growth (1511 911 W for mission equip = 1246W
ma	 in • 5.4 kWh batteries.
5hi-108 other (Specify) Pressure, contamination	 control and monitor- 10,000/10U, 000 zoned system 29 Protective,pressurizatkut and control
- itg. (64) of OTA volume dorrng prelaunch,
' ascent,	 an orbit preparation, re-
entry, and pest landing with inert
cicta gas,
Supporting Subsystems module total
_ 	 __ _	
_
2686(	 )
.—_—.LST = K'OTA *WSl	 -WS' WN-;M r2W” "" in6.
_
-
struct
= 4450 (!i5L 1 - 15 0  (:131) +10 U3	 2686 (5=12) 997G 1,
	 180.5 m'- (G4:1A ft2 ): Sec
r 1657 (3655)
	 ° (21931)' Note 3
SM-1 U9 Protective cover for IST Non contaminating plastic cover or shield M.nimi7es entry of contaminants during ascent or 200
rccnt • 	- (441)
SM-.110 SSA, remote checkout unit Checkout and test of SSA, eiec power. comm/ Enables check, activation, test of supporting subsystemF 45.4 0.61m (2 ft) x 0 . 915 m (•"• [t) z U. 7 S n.1
data handling tTTC), caution and warning, functions and performance by subsystem as well as (100) (2.5 ft) lintcrface, Support, test & omguidance/mvigation/stabillzation,environmmtal checking integrity of command, monitor,. and data out- trot circuits unit in shuttle orbiter
control, attitude control, . contamination control put as well as .power circuits	 used in conjunction with cabin at payload morut.ar SUWA (re-
functions and performance standard equipment at payload monitoring . stations, quires 1Gfh-1 to support checkout,con-
- trot C• Lcat)(	 ? oof 14_m nn raps A-7 l)
SM-111 Contamination control support equip. Filters, fans, z,entrols 0.65 x 0. 67 x 1. 17m/ 0,189 m /sec (400 cfm) to SIP, 0.283 m /sec (600 cfm) 164 Not required on gruuo•1 ntaint ai-rd
1 to SSM Payload (362) version except for drpre^suriwntion
- or pressurizing L4r during ascent
and reentry.
AS-190 . Experiment	 Egdpmem Checkout, test monitor, control, for 45.4 0. Gim. (2 ft) r0. 915 t' ft): p. 7+n.
OTA and scientific instruments ( 100) ( a.. S ft), intt rLuc, suppurt, test
and content optical telescope and
instrument c ircuits ( 112 of llcm
'
an page A-11)
NOTES:	 Auxiliary Equipment + 	 454.8
	
(1,003)
1. Does design have capability for space docking? Yes	 X	 , No_	 Basic Telescope + Instrs =	 9,946	 (21,9371Grand Total	 =	 10,401.0 (22,934)	 )
2. Does. TTC.subsystem assume use of TDRS? Yes 	 X	 , No
3, LST from TMX-64726 = 21567 Ibs; LST + mirror weight increase 1s anticipated to change weight up 25087 lb maximum In order to reduce cost and development risk.
Prepared by:	 E. Uarl^S5PD (A-4) 3-12-.73
l	 i	 1	 l	 1	 i	 1	 I
TABLE 3. AUTOMATED PAYLOAD SOLAR POWER REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE
NUMBER OF
FLIGHTS °
SOLAR ARRAYS
NO.ITYPE
POWER RANGE
(WATTS) ORBIT LIFE (YEARS)
ASTRONOMY & SOLAR PHYSICS 11 111ROTATING (2 PANELS) 150-1500 2-3
HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS 8 8/ROTATING (2 PANELS) 150-1200 2-5
ATMOSPHERIC & SPACE PHYSICS 24 21ROTATING (4 PANELS) 200-500 1-3
22 BODY MOUNTED
EARTH OBSERVATIONS 87 691ROTATING (2 PANELS) 140-960 2-5
18 BODY MOUNTED 140
EARTH & OCEAN PHYSIC. 15 13 BODY MOUNTED 90-620 0.5-5
2 NO ELECT. SIS
COMMUNICATIONSINAVIGAT':ON 69 34 ROLL —OUT 300-5000 5-10
7 BODY MOUNTED
28 ROTATING (2 PANELS)
TO71LS:	 116 ROTATING (2 PANELS)
2 ROTATING (4 PANELS)
60 BODY MOUNTED
34 ROLL —OUT ARRAYS
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS BASED ON JUNE 1973 MISSION MODEL
The data of Appendix 1-2 was used to develop Figure 2 which shows the distribution of the
numbers of spacecraft at various power levels. This shows that with the exception of "poles"
at 4.5 and 6 kilowatts, all power requirements are below 2 kilowatts with 65 percent requir-
ing less than 600 watts. The "poles" were considered to be unique applications and therefore
not a significant factor in the subsequent study.
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Figure 2. Spacecraft Power Requirements
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MATRIX PRIORITY RATING ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
To select the power system best suited for modularity, a matrix priority rating system was
used. This technique allows comparison of candidate systems by numerical, analysis. First,
a list of criteria is developed and these criteria are evaluated as to their relative importance.
A total of 100 points is divided among the criteria as desired by the evaluator to give them a
Weighting Factor.
i' Next, the candidate systems are measured with respect to each criterion and ranked on a
t	 scale of 1 to 10.
The final step in the evaluation is to develop the selection matrix where the rank of each
candidate system is multiplied by the Weighting Factor of each criterion. The sum of these
products determines the best candidate approach.
This technique is shown in diagram form in Figure 3. Table 4 presents an example of the
K technique. In the example, two alternative systems (A & B) are to be evaluated with respect
to three criteria. The 100 criteria importance points are allocated as shown. Next, the two
systems are ranked with respect to each criterion. In the example, system B is considered
WEIGHT
VOLUME
COST
RELIABILITY
CRITERIA	 SYSTEM B
IMPORTANCE	
BETTER
RELIABILITY	 ^^^ \
TABLE 4. ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES MATRIX PRIORITY RATING SYSTEM
EXAMPLE
• TWO ALTERNATIVES ARE EVALUATED WITH RESPECT TO THREE CRITERIA.
• CRITERION IMPORTANCE WEIGHT (100 POINTS TOTAL)
PERFORMANCE	 50 POINTS
WEIGHT	 25 POINTS
POWER	 25 POINTS
• RANK OF TWO ALTERNATES (SCALE FROM 1 TO 10)
RANK
SYSTEM	 SYSTEM
CRITERION	 A	 B
PERFORMANCE	 2	 7
WEIGHT	 8	 2
POWER	 8	 2
• SELECTION MATRIX
WEIGH'TING	 SYSTEM A	 SYSTEM B
CRITERION
	
FACTOR	 RANK RXWF	 RANK RXWF
PERFORMANCE	 50	 2	 100	 7	 350
WEIGHT	 25	 8	 200	 2	 50
POWER	 25	 8	 200	 2	 50
TOTAL VALUE	 500	 450
better than A with respect to performance, but not as good in the other two criteria of
weight and power. In the last step, the criterion weighting factor is multiplied by the rank,
the products summed, and the system A which has the highest total value is the choice for
this example.
DEVELOPING THE EVALUATION CRITERIA
Thirteen criteria, as shown in Figure 4 were selected as applicable to a modularized multi
kilowatt power system.
After identifying the criteria, the next step was to provide definitions in order to remove any
ambiguities. Table 5 provides the description of each criterion.
u To provide a weighting or a measure of importance to each criterion, the procedure of Figure5 was used. The descriptions and some basic assumptions pertaining to the use of the power
systems as shown in Table 6 were given to six power subsystem engineers and they were
	 #
asked to distribute 100 points among the 13 criteria. Table 7 contains the results of this
voting. As can be seen, there were some disagreements as to relative importance, but
ti	 generally 5 out of 6 agreed to each relative value placed on the criteria. The average
weighting of Table 7 was used in the subsequent analysis.
a
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0•	 P`^ONS1.) COST*	 GP^^E
N
21 PERFORMANCE*
	 JP^^O
3.) POWER SOURCE FLEXIBILITY
4.) CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
5.) RELIABILITY*
6.) THERMAL CONTROL & DISSIPATION'
7) SAFETY*
8.) WEIGHT*
9.) VOLUME*
10.) SYSTEM COMPLEXITY
11.) PARALLEL OPERATION
12.) MAINTENANCE'
13 1 INTERCONNECTIONS-9
*CRITERIA PROVIDED BY SOW
Figure 4. Evaluation Criteria
TABLE 5. CRITERIA DESCRIPTION
1 COST 1 SAFETY
RECURRING DOLLARS PER SYSTEM. THE DEGREE TO WHICH HAZZARDS ARE
2. PERFORMANCE MINIMIZED.
RIPPLE, DYNAMIC IMPEDANCE, TRANSIENT 8. WEIGHT
RESPONSE & LOAD REGULATION 9. VOLUME
3. POWER SOURCE FLEXIBILITY 10. SYSTEM COMPLEXITY
THE CAPABILITY OF SELECTED POWER THE QUANTITY OF BASIC FUNCTIONALPROCESSING SYSTEMS TO INTERFACE & ELEMENTS OR CIRCUIT PIECE PARTSCONTROL POWER SOURCES (EG. SOLAR REQUIRED TO ASSEMBLY A POWERARRAYS, RTG'S, FUEL CELLS & SHUTTLE PROCESSING SYSTEM.
POWER. 11. PARALLEL OPERATION4 CONVERSION EFFICIENCY THE ABILITY TO INCREASE SYSTEM
(LOAD POWER REQUIRED) CAPACITY WITH STANDARD MODULES.EFFICIENCY =	 _(LOAD POWER REQUIRED +SYSTEM LOSSES) 12 , MAINTENANCE
5 RELIABILITY THE	 FREQUENCY OF REPAIR OR
THE PROBABILITY OF MISSION SUCCESS. REPLACEMENT.
6. THERMAL DISSIPATION & CONTROL 13. INTERCONNECTIONS
THE CAPABILITY OF THE POWER PROCESSING THE QUANTITY OF FUNCTIONAL
SYSTEM TO MINIMIZE DISSIPATED POWER MODULE INTERFACING WIRES.
AND CONTROL SAME
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T'4:3LE 6. BASIC ASS
WEIGHTING EVALUATION
CRITERIA (13 ITEMS)
DESCRIBE 13
	
PROVIDE BASIC
CRITERIONS
	
ASSUMPTIONS
ASSIGN 100 POINTS
FOR DISTRIBUTED
WEIGHTING OF 13
CRITERIONS
^j
SELECT SPACE POWER ENGINEERS
TO INDIVIDUALLY WEIGHT THE
CRITERIONS - AVERAGE THESE
INPUTS
• MODULARIZED SPACECRAFT POWER SYSTEM
• SPACECRAFT ARE PRIMARILY SHUTTLE LUNCHED
• POWER SYSTEM MUST BE SHUTTLE COMPATIBLE
• STANDARDIZE POWER SYSTEM DESIGN
POWER SOURCE USAGE
SOLAR ARRAY 90%
NUCLEAR	 5%
OTHER	 5`X,
ENTER AVERAGE WEIGHTS 114
PRIORITY RATING MATRIX
Figure 5. Procedure Used To Determine
Criteria Mleight
TABLE 7. NORMALIZED VOTING SUMMARY
CRITERIA A
WEIGHTING BY
SPACE POWER ENGINEERS
B	 C	 D	 E F
AVERAGE
WEIGHTING
COST 17 16 16 19 19 20 18
PERFORMANCE 15 13 10 13 13 10 12
POWER SOURCE FLEXIBILITY 7 8 4 7 7 10 7
CONVERSION EFFICIENCY 11 4 16 13 16 10 12
RELIABILITY 9 13 11 13 9 10 11
THERMAL CONTROL. & DISSIPATION 7 5 4 6 6 8 6
SAFETY 7 9 4 5 3 5 5
WEIGHT 4 4 8 1 3 5 4
VOLUME 3 4 8 3 3 2.5 4
SYSTEM COMPLEXITY 8 6 12 8 10 10 9
PARALLEL OPERATION 3 12 4 6 6 5 6
MAINTENANCE 5 2 5 4 2 2.5 3
INTERCONNECTIONS 4 4 2 3 3 2 3
100 POINTS
16
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SYSTEM DESIGN CANDIDATES
`	 In developing the system design candidates, several ground rules and assumptions were
k	 made which would influence their complexity.
Figure 6 shows pictorially the following:
• The system will contain two batteries to allow for one failure.
CC
	
• The :system must be compatible with the Space Shuttle fuel cell or condition this 	 1!nI	 source for acceptance by the power system.
l
• The basic load level is 400 watts*, and consists of a redundant Telemetry Tracking
and Command Subsystem as well as a redundant Attitude Control Subsystem.
d
• The system must provide redundant regulation for the redundant subsystem and
fail-safe regulation for the payloads.
• A system that contains remote regulators (regulation performed at the user. load)
would not operate all payloads from a common regulator as the loss of that regu-
lator would cause loss of all payloads. It is assumed that three regulators would
be provided and the payloads would be divided among them.
F
BATTERY	 BATTERY	 TT&C(REDUNDANT)
REGULATION(REDUNDANT)
ATTITUDE
_	 CONTROL
	 400
PRIME	 (REDUNDANT)	 WATT
POWERDISTRIBUTION
SOURCE
SHUTTLE	 REGULATION	 PAYLOAD(FAIL SAFE)	 (MULTIPLE)POWER
t
t
Figure 6. General Assumptions
*Results of Task I show that 50,x, of the spacecraft are 400 watts or less.rn
f
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Using these around rules and assumptions, three power systems were developed. They
are: Remote Regulated, Series Regulated, and Shunt Regulated systems.
The remote regulated system developes and distributes an unregulated bus to the user loads
where regulation is performed by the user requipment. However, when comparing this type
of power system to others that provide a regulated bus, these load regulators must be con-
sidered as part of the power system. The remote regulated power system shown in Figure 7
is used for comparison with the other candidate systems.
The voltage limiter prohibits the voltage excursion of a cold solar array and provides the
upper limit of 35 VDC on the power bus. The lower limit of 22 VDC is determined by the
minimum discharge voltage of the batteries. The charge regulator is a series regulator with
current and battery voltage limits. A power distribution unit provides the switching and dis-
tribution of the power bus to the loads. The load regulators are pulse width modulated
switching regulators with the redundant units operating in active redundancy (both ON).
j The series regulated system of Figure 8 contains the same equipment as the remote system
except the remote regulators are replaced by two central series regulators and as one is in
standby, a failure detector is provided to cause switch over when required.
Standby redundancy is used in lieu of active redundancy to improve reliability as a dormant
unit has about one tenth the failure rate of an active one. Also, the power losses associated
'th tl ' f	 1 1v i	 _us air y arge series regulator (large with respect to the individual subsystem regu-
lators of the remote regulated system) are eliminated by leaving it off,
 until needed.
TT&C
REGULATOR h281 2%
TT&C
REGULATOR
ATTITUDE CONTROL s
REGULATOR
ATTITUDE CONTROL
22-35 VDC POWER' BUS' POWER REGULATOR
r — " DISTRIBUTION
UNIT PAYLOAD
REGULATOR
PRIME
POWER VOLTAGE CHARGE
-;7APAYLOAD
4 I SOURCE LIMITER REGULATOR REGULATOR REGULATOR
! I PAYLOAD
^SHUTTLEI
REGULATOR
I POWER	 I
I SOURCE^ BATTERY BATTERY
`t!
Figure 7. Remote Regulated Power System Bloch Diagram
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SERIES	 28 VDC
REGULATOR	 x 2%
23-35 VDC 28 VDC	 POWER	 LOADS^,	 f
u NIT^	
URIBUTION
I
SE RIES
REGULATOR
SHUTTLE VOLTAGE RPOWER	 I LIMITER
SOUR CE
I
^' BATTERY	 FAILURE
DISCHARGE	 DETECTOR
LINE
PRIME
POWER
SOURCE CHARGCHARGE
R REGULATOR	 N
i
1
FAILURE CLAMP LINE
1
BATTERY	 BATTERY
Figure 8. Series Regulated Power System Block Diagram	 {
Figure 9 presents the shunt regulated system approach for comparison with the previous 	 G
concepts. In this system, the regulating element has been relocated and is no longer be-
tween the solar array and the spacecraft loads, but is across the solar array. This system
requires battery discharge regulators in addition to the shunt regulator. Recent designs of
these discharge regulators have used techniques that allow standby operation and switch-over
without the need for the separate failure detector shown on Figure 9. However, to be fair to
the series regulated system, these same techniques could be used for switch over of it's
standby unit. For comparison purposes, a common approach must be used, and the failure
detector concept was selected because of application experience with the series regulator
design.
EVALUATION AND RANKING OF CANDIDATE SYSTEMS
The process of ranking the three systems was to grade them on a scale of O to 10 with the
middle system normalized to a 5. The other two systems grades are based on the percent-
age difference from the middle system, with the best system receiving a grade higher than 5-
and the worst lower than 5.	 a
r
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I SHUTTLE 1
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1
I SOURCE
VOLTAGE
LIMITER
I	 PRIME
	 I
POWER
SOURCE
CHARGE
	 I I CHARGE
REGULATOR	 REGULATOR
POWER
DISTRIBUTION
UNIT
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BATTERY I 1 BATTERY
DISCHARGE
REGULATOR
DISCHARGE	 I	 1
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Figure 9. Shunt Regulated Power System Block Diagram
COST EVALUATION
The total cost of each of the candidate systems was developed as shown on Figure 10. The
cost of electronics was found by summing the number of piece parts and multiplying by a
factor of 100 dollars per pant. This recurring cost per electronic part was developed from
our Nimbus and Landsat spacecraft experience as well as power regulating circuits developed
for the S193 Skylab experiment.
Solar array costs were determined by first calculating the different size arrays required to
support a 400 watt load and charge the batteries. The effective array watts per unit area
were determined from the Broadcast Satellite Experimental solar array which delivers 10
watts per square foot at approximately 3000 dollars per square foot. The effective array
area of a spin stabilized spacecraft (spinner) is found by dividing the effective frontal area
by the total circumferential area so that the effective watts per total array area is_:
10 W/FT2
 DL or 3.2 watts per square foot.iDL
Battery costs were based on the unit cost of a 50 ampere hour cell. 50 A-H cells were se-
lected so that one battery could support the 400 watt load during eclipse periods.
F
^z
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TOTAL
TODCOST
EM
BATTERY
COST
Figure 10. Cost Development
I	 I	 1- I ^
T
BOM WATTS
ARRAY WATTYM2
n
50 NO.OF
AH CELLS
$100/PART
	
(	 ELECT.
^ COST
SOLAR$32.2K/M2
	 O ARRAY
COST
51200/CELL	 ffBATTERY
I
Electronics
'. Table 8 provides a piecepart count of all the various electronic equipment used in all three
candidate systems.	 These counts are derived from hardware designs of the appropriate
power levels and functions which have been built using discrete part packaging (no hybrid
microcircuits except standard operational amplifier integrated circuits). 	 The complexity of
the power distribution unit was approximated to determine the relay and diode count.
Taking the unit costs from Table 8 and multiplying by the number of such units in each sys-
tem produces the total electronics cost as shown in Table 9.	 The series system electronics
are the lowest cost, but there is no great difference between any of the system costs.
i	 2
E
e
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TABLE 8. POWER SYSTEM PROCESSOR RECURRING COSTS
	
OQ 	^^^
	
4•	 ,	 Q'	 '^	 J
OQ	 ^O	 G^OQ'	 -O	 ST ^O^	 O?
P J"P	
^,^ J^Q' 
POWER
	
Jv	 V	 '^SO ^ ^C^	 4 	 J	 ^^	
\OJ
SYSTEM PROCESSORS ---^ QUO yQ^ ^ JQ^ V` ^4°	 QG^	 X40,
	
O	 Q^^	 ^^' y^ QO	 `tP	 ^^	
,v	 0^5
CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
	
OP	 5^	 ^P	 G`ZP	 O^^	 g`ZJ	
PQQP QO^^Q,PER PROCESSOR
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
	 3	 -	 4	 1	 2	 3	 -
TRANSISTORS
	 21	 19	 23	 32	 27	 28	 13FET'S, SCR'S, UNIJUNCT.
DIODES & ZENERS
	 25	 41	 25	 18	 33	 40	 11	 160
RESISTORS
	 32	 60	 919F
	 40	 115	 60	 -
CAPACITORS &
	 4SMALL EMI FILTERS
	
14	 42	 19	 10	 25	 14	
-
INDUCTORS	 2	 6	 -	 -	 3	 -	 -	 -
REACTORS	 2	 5	 -	 -	 2(SATURATING TYPE)
	 -	 -
TRANSFORME RS 	 1	 6	 -	 -	 4
RELAYS	 -	 -	 2	 1	 -	 -	 8	 40
FUSES	
-	 -	 -	 -	 2	 -	 -	 50
GRAND TOTALS	 100	 179	 162	 157	 138	 200	 96	 250
COST/BLACK BOX
	10K I 18K	 16K	 16K	 14K	 20K	 10K	 25K
TABLE 9. ELECTRONICS COST FOR A 400-WATT SYSTEM
PROCESSOR COST SYSTEMS ALTERNATIVES
PROCESSOR UNIT REMOTE SERIES SHUNT
TYPE PRICE SYSTEM SYSTEM SYSTEM.
LOAD
REGULATOR 10K 70 K - -
SERIES
REGULATOR 18 K - 36 K -
FAILURE
DETECTOR 16 K - 16 K 16 K
CHARGE
REGULATOR 16 K 32 K 32 K 32 K
DISCHARGE DIODE DIODE
REGULATOR 14 K ONLY ONLY 28 K
SHUNT
REGULATOR 20 K - - 20K
ARRAY
LIMITER 10K 10K 10K
POWER
DISTRIBUTION
UNIT 25 K 25 K 25 K 25 K
TOTAL COSTS 137 K 119 K 121 K
t
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TABLE 10. SOLAR ARRAY AND BATTERY COSTS FOR A 400 WATT SYSTEM
MISSION
SOLAR
ARRAY
TYPE
ARRAY COST
REMOTE
SYSTEM
SERIES
SYSTEM
SHUNT
SYSTEM
GEOSYNCHRO-
NOUS
ORIENTED 193 K 205 K 181 K
SPINNER 608 K 643 K 569 K
LOW
EARTH
ORIENTED 501 K 531 K 497 K
SPINNER 1575 K 1667 K 1561 K
BATTERY COSTS
REMOTE
SYSTEM
SERIES
SYSTEM
SHUNT
SYSTEM
55K 55K 38K
Solar Array
Solar array costs were determined for low earth application by first calculating the array
power required to recharge the batteries, and then that required to support the loads during
daylight operation. This data is provided as Appendix H-1.
After determinis g the end of mission power levels, a degradation factor of 12 percent per
year was used to calculate the beginning of mission array size for a four year mission.
For geosynchronous applications, the array power required during the sunlit operation was
divided by the cosine of 23.5 degrees to provide adequate power during solstice periods. A
6 percent per year degradation factor provided the beginning of mission power levels.
Table 10 provides the solar array costs to support a 400 watt spacecraft in both a geosyn
chronous and low earth orbit using an oriented array or a spinner.
Battery
Development of the battery charge/discharge levels is provided in Appendix 11-2, but
basically the remote and series regulated systems contains 23 celled batteries while the
shunt system contains a 16 celled battery. The battery cost for each of the systems is shown
on Table 10.
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System Summary
Adding the costs for a solar array, electronics, and two batteries results in the total cost
for each system. As can be seen from Table 11 ;, the shunt system has the lowest cost fol-
lowed by the remote and then the series systems. (Hardware costs were developed based on
current technology. Advances that result in lower costs could effect the ranking to some
degree.)
The average system ranking on a cost. comparison shows the shunt approach with a 6, the
remote with a 5, and the series with a 4. 8.
TABLE 11. POVTER SYSTEM RECURRING COST FOR A 400 MATT SYSTEM
MISSION
SOLAR
ARRAY
TYPE
POWER SYSTEM COST
REMOTE
SYSTEM	 RANK
SERIES
SYSTEM	 RANK
SHUNT
SYSTEM RANK
GEOSYNCHRO- ORIENTED 385 K 4.8 379 K 5 340 K 6
NODS ORBIT SPINNER 800 K 5 817 K 4.8 728 K 5.9
LOW
EARTH ORIENTED
693 K 5 705 K 4.8 656 K 5.5
ORBIT SPINNER 1767 K 5 1841 K 4.6 1720 K 5.3
AVERAGE RANK 5 4.8 5.7
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Table 12 summarizes the performance characteristics of the three candidate systems. This
data is based on experience with switching regulators of the type used for the first two sys-
teans, and linear shunt regulators of the third system. The shunt system performance with
respect to ripple, dynamic impedance, and transient response cannot be met by the switch-
ing regulators of the other two system.s. V'ith load regulation of all three systems being
equal, the shunt system has the best overall performance rating.
POVATER SOURCE FLEXIBILITY
To assess the compatibility, of the three power systems with the power sources of Table 13,
the source utilization must be factored into the evaluation. This is done by the numbers in
parentheses next to the source name in Table 13.
For a solar array source, all three systems rank exceedingly high. However, as both the
remote and series systems require an array voltage limiter as well as the regulator and the
shunt system performs both functions with one device (shunt regulator), a 10 was given to
the shunt while the others received a rank of 9.
Neither the remote nor the series system is compatible with a radioisotope thermoelectric
generator (RTG) as the RTG must be operated at a constant power point to maintain internal
thermal equilibrium. They therefore received a low rank.
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REMOTE SERIES SHUNT
WEIGHTED WEIGHTED WEIGHTED
RANK RANK RANK RANK RANK RANK
SOLAR (0
'
9)ARRAY 9 8.1 9 8.1 10 9.0
RTG	 (0.05) 1 0.05 1 0.05 10 0.5
FUEL	 (0.05) 10 0.5 10 0.5 9 0.45CELL
PRIME SOURCE	 8.65 8.65 9.95TOTAL
SHUTTLE SOURCE	 10 10 9
TOTAL
SOURCE	 9.3 9.3 9.5
FLEXIBILITY
NORMALIZED RANK	 5 5 5.2
it
TABLE 12. PERFORMANCE
POWER REMOTE R SERIES R SHUNT	 R
QUALITY SYSTEM AN SYSTEM
A
N SYSTEM	
A
N
FACTORS K K K
RIPPLE 200 MV P-P 5 200 MV P-P 5 50 MV P-P/	 8
DYNAMIC 0.1 @ 0.1 @ 0.01 @
IMPEDANCE 10 KHZ & 10 KHZ & 10 KHZ &
0.2@ 3 0.2@ 3 0.1@	 8
50 KHZ 50 KHZ 50 KHZ
TRANSIENT 3-4 MILLI- 1 3-4 MILLI- 1 30 MICRO-	 10
RESPONSE SECONDS SECONDS SECONDS
LOAD
REGULATION ±2% 5 2% 5 ±2%	 5
NORMALIZED 5 5 9.2RANK
TABLE 13. POWER SOURCE FLEXIBILITY
a	 I	 I	 i	 I	 I	 I	 I	 ^
All three systems are compatible with a fuel cell source, but as a switch must be added to
the shunt system to allow the battery charger to drop the fuel cell voltage and the battery
discharger to boost it up to the regulated bus, a lower rank resulted for this system.
After determining the weighted rank, the ranking was normalized to provide a value of 5 for
the remote and series with the shunt slightly better with a 5.2
CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
Conversion efficiency for the three system candidates was determined by determining the
watt hours of solar array required to support a constant load of 400 watts. These efficiencies
were determined for both low earth and geosynchronous orbits with the assumptions for the
power conditioning electronics as shown on Table 14. In both orbits, the shunt system had
the best conversion efficiency, followed by the remote and then the series systems.
RELIABILITY
To determine the reliability of the system candidates, system models were developed show-
ing the probability of success.
The reliability of each of the system components was calculated and these results were
factored into the system models from which the numerical results were compared and the
system ranking was determined.
TABLE 14. CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
ASSUMPTIONS
• CHARGE REGULATORS & REMOTE REGULATORS ARE 90% EFFICIENT.
• SERIES REGULATORS & DISCHARGE REGULATORS ARE 85% EFFICIENT.
• ISOLATION DIODES ARE 97% EFFICIENT.
• SPACECRAFT HARNESSING IS 96% EFFICIENT.
• LOW EARTH ORBIT 67% DAY & 33% NIGHT
• SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT ECLIPSE = 72 MIN/DAY.
• DAYTIME LOAD= NIGHT T!ME LOAD= 400 WATTS.
FORM USED
Ei^F. LOAD WATT HRS CONSUMED
ARRAY WATT HRS PROVIDED @ EOM
RESULTS a
R R R
REMOTE N SERIES N SHUNT
I
N'
SYSTEM K SYSTEM K SYSTEM K
LOW EARTH 69% 5 66% 4.6 70% 5.1
GEOSYNCHRO- 84% 5 - 79% 4.4 90% 5.7
NOUS
AVERAGE RANK 5 4.5 5.4
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Figure 11 shows the reliability model for the remote regulation system. The array limiter
must work, one of the two charge regulators, one of the two TT&C regulators, two of the
	
i
three payload regulators, and one of the two attitude control regulators must operate for
success. This is expressed in the equation at the bottom of Figure 11.
'l
REGULATOR	 REGULATOR	 CONTROLR L	 RP	 REGULATOR
ARRAY	 PAYLOAD
LIMITER
	 REGULATOR	 RA/C
RC	 RT	 ATTITUDECHARGE	 TT/CCONTP.^L-
RP	
-REGULATOR	 REGULATOR
	 REGULATOR
PAYLOAD
REGULATOR
2of3
	
R ARRAY	 R CHARGE	 R TT&C	 R PAYLOAD	 R ATTITUDE
	
RSYSTEM - LIMITER
	 REGULATOR	 REGULATOR	 REGULATOR	 CONTROL
.REGULATOR
RSYSTEM - (R L) (RC2 + 2nCQC) (RTZ + 2RTOT) (R P3 + 3RP2OP) (RA/C2 + 2RA/CQA/C)
Figure 11. Remote Regulation Reliability Diagram
The series system model of Figure 12 has a different arrangement because of the failure
detector used to switch the series regulator. Success can be realized thru the series regu-
lator function if the first series regulator operates, or if it fails, the failure detector
operates properly and the second series regulator has survived the standby dormancy
period.
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CHARGE
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REGULATOR
	
REGULATOR	 is
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ARRAY
LIMITER
RC	 RFD
	
RSB
CHARGE
	 FAILURE	 SERIES
REGULATOR
	
DETECTOR
	
REGULATOR
RSYSTEM (R
LIMITER (R REGULATOR) (R REGULATOR)
RSYSTEM = (R L I (RC2 + 2RCOC) (RS + OS R FD RSB)
Figure 12. Series Regulation Reliability Diagram
The shunt system model of figure 13 is similar to the series, the difference is that the
array limiter has been replaced by the shunt regulator.
The failure rates used for the electronic piece parts, the equipment reliability calculations,
and the system calculations are provided for reference in Appendix II-3.
A summary of the calculations in Table 15 show the shunt system to be the most reliable
with the series system next and the remote system last.
REGULATORI
J	 RC	 RFD	 RSB
CHARGE	 FAILURE	 DISCHARGE
REGULATOR	 DETECTOR	 REGULATOR
RSYSTEM	 RSHUNT	 (RCHARGE	 RDISCHARGE
	
REGULATOR )	REGULATOR)	 ( REGULATOR(	 /	 1
i
r	 RSYSTEM	 RSR) R^ + 2 RCOCRDR + QDR RFD RSB)
Figure 13. Shunt Regulation Reliability Diagram
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TABLE 15. RELIABILITY SUMMARY
COMPONENT RELIABILITY SUMMARY
REMOTE REG'R	 .9848	 DISCHARGE REG'R	 .9809
SERIES REG'R	 .9779	 (IN STANDBY)	 .9981
(IN STANDBY)	 .9978
	 ARRAY LIMITER
	
.9914
CHARGE REG'R
	
.9787	 SHUNT REG'R	 .9921
FAILURE DETECTOR 1 .9671
SYSTEM RELIABILITY SUMMARY
REMOTE R SERIES R SHUNT R
SYSTEM N SYSTEM N SYSTEM N
K K K
RELIABILITY .9897
4.5
.9902
5
.9910
6PROBABILITY OF FAILURE .0103 .0098 .0090
SYSTEM RANK 4.5 5 6
THERMAL COTROL AND DISSIPATION
To determine the thermal control and dissipation penalty of each system, the obvious losses
in the power processors must be summed, but also the excess solar array power that must
be handled by the shunt regulator or the solar array voltage limiter must be included as a
thermal consideration.
The three systems with their power losses for battery and solar array operation are shown
in Figure 14. Maintaining the same load of 400 watts, the solar array watts required to
charge the battery were determined, and those watts for supporting the loads were added to
the battery charging watts which provided the total solar array at end of mission (4 years).
Using a solar array degradation of 48°,x, the beginning of mission power levels were deter-
mined at the 28 volt level. As the array voltage limiter operates when the voltage reaches
35 VDC, which at the BOM is closer to the array peak power point, a 3% increase in the
power provided was factored into the remote and series systems. This data, along with the
excess solar array power that must be handled is shown in Table 16.
Table 17 summarizes the power lissipations for all equipment in each system. The orbit
average power was determined b,, adding the day and night watt hours and dividing by the
number of hours per orbit. The shunt system has the least thermal burden and rates the
highest, followed by the remote ..nd then the series systems.
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Figure 14. Thermal Dissipation Diagrams
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TABLE 16. SOLAR ARRAY POWER AND EXCESS POWER LEVELS
REMOTE SERIES SHUNT
EOM POWER @ 28V 869 W 920 W 861 W
BOM POWER @ 28V 1, 671 W 1,769 W 1, 656 V'
BOM POWER @ 35V 1, 721 W 1, 822 W ---
EXCESS POWER FOR
ARRAY LIMITER 852 W 902 W ---
EXCESS POWER FOR
SHUNT REGULATOR --- --- 795 W
TABLE 17. BEGINNING OF MISSION POWER DISSIPATION (LOW EARTH ORBIT)
SYSTEM REMOTE SERIES SHUNT
NIGHT DAY NIGHT	 I DAY NIGHT DAYELEMENTS
SERIES REG. - - 71W 71W - -
DISCHARGE DIODE 19W - 20W - 20W -
CHARGE REGULATOR - 37W - 40W - 40W
REMOTE REGULATOR 44W 44W - - -
ARRAY LIMITER - 852W - 902W - -
SHUNT REGULATOR - - - - - 795W
DISCHARGE REGULATOR - - - - 72W -
TOTAL POWER 63W 933W 91W 1013W 92W 835W
ORBIT AVERAGE 638W 699W 582W
RANK 5 4 6
}
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SAFETY
The three systems were reviewed with respect to the following criteria where
safety might be affected:
• high Voltage
• High Temperature
• High Pressure
• Toxicity
• Flammability
K
• Pyrotechnics
• Radioactivity
None of the systems have any of the above potential safety hazards, so they were all rated
as a 5.
WEIGIIT
To determine the weight of each system, the components such as solar array, battery, and
electronics were sized for a 400 watt spacecraft load.
The battery weight was determined by using a 2.05 kg cell weight, a battery packing factor
of 1.4 and the fact that there are two batteries per system. This provides a battery weight
for each system as follows:
Remote System	 Series System	 Shunt System
Weight (kg)	 132	 132	 92
The solar array weight for each system was determined by sizing to the beginning of mission
power requirements. 'fable 18 provides the array sizing assumptions and also the cell,
substrate, and deployment hardware weights.
The unit weight of the various system electronic elements was developed from existing hard-
ware of the particular type with an extrapolation to the proper power level. These unit
weights, the totals for the three systems, the solar array, and batteries are all summed in
Table 19 which shows the shunt system to be the lightest, hence the best, and the other two
TABLE 18. SOLAR ARRAY NA
ASSUMPTIONS
• DEPLOYMENT HARDWARE & YOKE
• CELLS & SUBSTRATE
• ORIENTED ARRAY POWER DENSITY
• CELL & SUBSTRATE WT/WATT
'EIGHT (ORIENTED ARRAY
= 21 Kg
= 3.252 Kg/M2
= 107.6 W/M2
= 0.0302 Kg/Watt
REMOTE SERIES SHUNTUNIT REGULATION REGULATION REGULATIONSYSTEM WT
QTY WT QTY WT OTY WTELEMENT	 Kg (LB)
REMOTE 1.36 (3.0) 7 9.52 (21) 0 - 0 -
REGULATOR
SERIES 4.08(g.0) 0 - 2 8.16 (18) 0 -
REGULATOR
SHUNT 4.76 00.5) 0 - 0 - 1 4.76 00.5)
REGULATOR
CHARGE 1.36 (3.0) 2 2.72(6) 2 2.72(6) 2 2.72(6)
REGULATOR
FAILURE 1.81 (4.0) 0 - 1 1.81(4) 1 1.81(4)
DETECTOR
DISCHARGE 3.62	 (8.0) 0 - 0 - 2 7.2406)
REGULATOR
ARRAY 3.85 (8.5) 1 3.85(8.5) 1 3.85 (8.5) 0 -
LIMITER
POWER DIST 4.54 00.0) 1 4.5400) 1 4.5400) 1 4.5400)
UNIT
TOTAL ELECTRONICS WEIGHT 20.63 (45.5) 21.08 (46.5) 21.07 (46.5)
SOLAR ARRAY 71.5 058) 74.5 064) 71.01"57)
BATTERIES 132.0 (291) 132.0 (291) 92.0 (203)
TOTAL SYSTEM 224(494) 228 (503) 184 (406)
_RANIK 5 _ 5 6.8
r
SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT/AREA (LOW EARTH-ORIENTED)
REMOTE
SYSTEM
SERIES
SYSTEM
SHUNT
SYSTEM
ARRAY POWER (BOM) (WATTS) 1671 1769 1656
WEIGHT OF CELLS AND SUBSTRATE (Kg) 50.5 53.5 50
DEPLOYMENT HARDWARE (Kg) 21 21 21
TOTAL WT. (Kg) 71.5 74.5 71
TOTAL AREA (0) 15.5 16.4 15.4
TABLE 19. WEIGHT
^^	
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VOLUME
In determining the system volumes, the resistor load bank associated with the array
limiter and the shunt regulator was not included nor was the solar array itself as these items
are not internal to the spacecraft bus and as such do not present a volume penalty to the bus
design.
The battery volume was calculated by using a cell volume of 705 cm  and a packing volume
factor of 1. 1. The electronics were determined in the same manner as the weight factors
mentioned above. Table 20 shows that the shunt system is the smallest, hence the best and
the other two systems are about the same size.
TABLE 20. VOLUME
UNIT REMOTE SERIES SHUNT
SYSTEM VOLUME REGULATION REGULATION REGULATION
QTY VOL QTY VOL QTY VOLELEMENT	 cm3 (IN3)
sREMOTE 1639 {100) 7 11473 (700) 0 — 0
REGULATOR
SERIES 4507 (275) 0 — 2 9014 (550) 0 —
REGULATOR
SHUNT 2295 (140) 0 — 0 — 1 2295 (140)
REGULATOR
CHARGE 1229 (75) 2 2458 050) 2 2458 (150) 2 2458 (150)
REGULATOR
FAILURE 1803 (110) 0 — 1 1803 (110) 1 1803 (110)
DETECTOR
DISCHARGE 4360 (266) 0 — 0 — 2 8720 (532)
REGULATOR
ARRAY 1950 {119) 1 1950 (119) 1 1950 (119) 0 —
LIMITER
POWER 6884 (420) 1 6884 (420) 1 6884 (420) 1 6884 (420)
DIST UNIT
TOTAL ELECTRONICS VOLUME 22765 0389) 22109 (1349) 22160 0352)
BATTERIES 35.7 K 35.7 K 24.8 K
TOTAL 58.5 K 57.8 K 47.0 K
RANK 4.9 5 6.9
k
ia
a
Z1
1
SYSTEM COMPLEXITY
Two approaches were used to evaluate system complexity. For the first approach, block
s
	
	 diagrams to the lowest level functions (oscillators, comparators, filters, etc.) necessary to
perform a given sub-function (charge regulator, boost regulator, etc.) were developed.
Then the number of functions within a system were totaled and compared. These block
diagrams are provided in Appendix II- 4.
The second evaluation approach was to perform a piece part count of each of the system ele-
ments using existing spacecraft schematics. The parts were totaled and systems compared.
4	 The results of both techniques shown in Table 21 provide an almost identical ranking of{
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TABLE 21. SYSTEM COMPLEXITY
COWLEXITY SUMMARY & RANKING
SYSTEMS ELEMENT REMOTE SYSTEM SERIES SYSTEM SHUNT SYSTEM
PARTS FUNCTIONSELEMENTS
(E) (P) (F) (E) OTY (E . P) (E . F) (E) OTY (E . P) (E 	 F) (E) OTY (E • P) (E • F)
REMOTE REG'R 100 8 7 700 5Q - - - - -
SERIES REG'R 179 13 - - - 2 368 26 - -
SHUNT REG'R 200 15 - - - - - - 1 200 15
CHARGE REG'R 157 11 2 314 22 2 314 22 2 314 22
FAILURE DET'R 162 15 - - - 1 162 15 1 162 15
DISCHARGE REG'R 138 11 - - - - - - 2 276 22
ARRAY LIMITER 96 9 1 96 9 1 96 9 - - -
POWER DIST. UNIT 250 40 1 250 40 1 250 40 1 250 40
PART COMPLEXITY TOTAL 1360 1180 1202
PART COMPLEXITY RANKING 3.7 5.2 5
FUNCTION COMPLEXITY TOTAL 127 112 114
FUNCTION COMPLEXITY RANKING 3.9 5.2 5
PART & FUNCTION COMPLEXITY AVE. RANK 3.8 5.2 1	 5
systems. The series system is the system with the fewest parts and functions and is the
best followed by the shunt and then by the remote systems.
i
'	 PARALLELING	 ?
tf
To determine the effects of paralleling, it was assumed that the basic 400 watt systems
	
J
were doubled to 800 watts. This required an expansion of the 3 system diagrams as shown
on Figures 15 thru 17. Next, the functions of regulation, fault protection, power sources,
and power distribution were examined for each system to determine paralleling effects.
a
i
	
	
Discussion of each function is provided on Table 22 which shows that the remote system has
the advantage over the others for paralleling effects and ranks higher.
i
j
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Figure 15. Remote Regulated Power Subsystem Block Diagram
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Figure 16. Series Regulated Power Subsystem Block Diagram
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Figure 17. Shunt Regulated Power Subsystem Block Diagram
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SYSTEM ELEMENTS REMOTE SYSTEM K SERIESSYSTEM K SHUNT SYSTEM K
REGULATORS
• POWER QUALITY ISOLATED REGULATORS 2 SKYLAB ATM INDICATED NO 2 CHARACTERISTICS EASILY MAIN- 2
(RIPPLE) CHARACTERISTICS NOT COM- MAJOR PROBLEM. TAINED VIA ADDITIONAL SHUNT
(TRANSIENT) PLICATED BY PARALLELING. ELEMENTS- FRONT END OF RE
(IMPED.) GULATOR CAN BE DESIGNED COM•
MON TO ALL POWER RANGE i
• LOAD POWER REMOTE REGULATOR IS 2 SERIES REGULATOR IS 2 DISCHARGE REGULATOR IS 2
SHARING POWER LIMITED, WILL FORCE POWER LIMITED, WILL FORCE POWER LIMITED. 	 WILL FORCE
POWER SHAR:NG - NO /'•DDI- POWER SHARING. NOADDI- POWER SHARING. NO ADDI-
TIONAL CIRCUITS REQ'D. TIONAL CIRCUITS REQ'D. TIONAL CIRCUITS REO'D,
• NOISE IMMUNITY INDIVIDUAL REGULATORS 3 EACH SUBSYSTEM MUST PRO . 2 EACH SUBSYSTEM MUST PRO- 2
PROVIDED INHERENT IM- VIDE ITS OWN LINE FILTER VIDE ITS OWN LINE FILTER AND
MUNITY AND DECOUPLING NETWORKS. DECOUPLING NETWORKS
REGULATOR AVERAGE RANK 2 2 2
FAULT DETECTORS ACTIVE REDUNDANCY NO 3 SOPHISTICATED FAILURE DE- I SOPHISTICATED FAILURE I
FAULT DET'R REQ'D. TECTOR REQUIRED. (MUST DETECTOR REQUIRED. (MUST
IDENTIFY THE FAILED UNIT IDENTIFY THE FAILED UNIT
FROM OTHERS IN OPERA- FROM OTHERS IN OPERATION).
__ _.	 _	 .. _ ..._ MON...
POWER SOURCES
• SOLAR ARRAY ADDITIONAL POWER HAND- 2 ADDITIONAL POWER HAN• 2 ADDITIONAL POWER HANDLING 2
LING REQUIRED IN VOLTAGE DLING REQUIRED IN VOLT- REQUIRED IN SHUNT REGU-
LIMITER AGE LIMITER LATOR.
• BATTERIES EASILY CONNECTED TO CC54-
MON BATTERY BUS. ADD
3 EASILY CONNECTED TO
COMMON BATTERY BUS. ADD
3. EASILY CONNECTED TO COM
MON BATTERY BUS. ADD
3
CHARGE REGULATOR FOk CHARGE REGULATOR FOR CHARGE REGULATOR FOR
EACH BATTERY. EACH BATTERY EACH BATTERY.
POWER SOURCE AVERAGE RANK 2.5 2.5 2,5
POWER DISTRIBUTION	 NO EFFECT 2 NO EFFECT 2 NO EFFECT Z
TOTAL SYSTEM AVERAGE RANK 2A 1.9 I,B
'NOTE: RANKING OF ELEMENTS IS NOT QUANATIVE; THEREFORE RELATIVE POINTS 0 TO 3) WERE USED.
MAINTENANCE
Power system maintenance pertains to the repair or replacement of failed equipment by
shuttle crew after initial spacecraft launch. System maintenance is therefore related to
system failures. The failure probability of the system elements was determined and using
this data, the system failure probability was found as shown on Table 23. As the probability
of failure is less for the shunt system, it was given the highest rank followed by the series
system and lastly by the remote system.
INTERCONNECTIONS
The approach to determine the quantity, of interconnections within a system was to establish
a functional level wire count based on elemental block diagrams in conjunction with the 3
basic power system block diagrams. Included in this count were command, telemetry, and
4;k
!i	 .
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TABLE 23. MAINTENANCE
APPROACH
• SYSTEM MAINTENANCE IS RELATED TO SYSTEM FAILURES.
• DETERMINE FAILURE PROBABILITY OF SYSTEM ELEMENTS.
• COMPUTE SYSTEM FAILURE PROBABILITY AND COMPARE.
SUMMARY OF SYSTEM ELEMENT FAILURE PROBABILITY
REMOTE	 REG'R	 .0152 ARRAY	 LIMITER	 .0086
SERIES REG'R .0221 SHUNT	 REG'R	 .0079
CHARGE REG'R .0213 FAILURE	 DETECTOR	 .0329
DISCHARGE REG'R .0191
SUMMARY OF SYSTEM FAILURE PROBABILIT Y
R R R
A A A
REMOTE N SERIES N SHUNT N
SYSTEM K SYSTEM K SYSTEM K
.1576 3 .1283 5 .1216 5.5
status/diagnostic monitors. Not included was multiple wiring required for redundancy or
current handling capability. The detailed count of the system interconnections is provided in
Appendix 11-5 and summarized below:
R	 R	 R
Remote a,	 Series	 a	 Shunt	 a
System nn	 System n	System	 y	 y
k	 k	 k
144	 1.4	 106	 5	 94	 6
As the shunt system has the fewest interconnections, it was given the highest rank.
CENTRAL CENTRAL
!T€M WEIGHTING REMOTE SERIES SHUNT
NO. SYSTEM CRITERION FACTOR REGULATION REGULATION REGULATION
(WF) RANK RXWF RANK RxWF RAMC RxWF
18 5 90 4 .8 86 5.7 103I C; is.
2 rZPFORMANCE 12 5 60 5 60 9.2 110
3 POWER SOURCE FLEXIBILITY 7 5 35 5 35 5.2 36
4 CONVERSION EFFICIENCY 12 5 60 4.5 54 5.4 65
5 RELIABILITY 11 4.5 50 5 55 6 66
6 THERMAL CONTROL'& DISSIPATION 6 5 30 4 24 6 36
7 SAFETY 5 5 25 5 25 5 25
8 WEIGHT 4 5 20 5 20 6.8 27
9 VOLUME 4 4.9 -20 5 20 6.9 28
10 SYSTEM COMPLEXITY 9 3.8 34 5.2 47 5 45
11 PARALLEL OPERATION 6 5.5 33 5 30 5 30
12 MAINTENANCE 3 3 9 E 15 5.5 17
13 INTERCONNECTIONS 3 1.4 4 5 15 6 18
TOTAL VALUE 470
1	
1486 606
3
'i
3i
i
1
^	 I	 I	 1	 I
f `	 EVA:LUATION AND SYSTEM SELECTION
Table 24 summarizes the Task II effort of selecting the system best suited for modularity.
Each criterion with its weighting factor is listed. The ranking of each system with respect
to each criterion that has been developed is included. The product of rank times weighting 	 a
factor has been calculated here and then summed for each system. The system with the 	 j
largest number which is the shunt regulated system with a 606 was the one recommended
for the conc6ptional design effort of Task III. 	 j
TABLE 24. MODULARIZED SYSTEM CONCEPTS EVALUATION MATRIX
I
BEST
APPROACH
{
F
k	 '
i
{
w,
^.	
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TA SK III
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF A MODULAR SYSTEM
A summary of the Task I and Task II results which were used as the basis for the development
of a conceptual design are presented by Figures 18 and 19.
Figure 18 shows that of the 228 automated (free flying) spacecraft identified by the NASA mis-
sion model, most all will use solar arrays as a primary power source with rechargable
batteries. Also, a fact that was used to size the power handling capability of the power sys-
tem selected for development in Task III was that 55% of the spacecraft required less than
400 watts of electrical power.
Figure 18, Results of Task 1 Review of Information
Figure 19 reviews the procedure of Task II which resulted in the selection of a shunt regulated
system for the conceptual design phase. This was accomplished by developing and weighting
thirteen evaluation criteria and then comparing three systems with respect to each of the
criterion. A block diagram of the system selected by this evaluation ranking is shown for
reference in Figure 20.
BASIC SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
An elaboration of the Task II block diagram which shows the minimal system is provided in
i	 Figure 21, A central voltage controller measures the regulated bus voltage and provides a
signal to operate the parallel boost converters to maintain regulation during eclipse by bat-
tery discharge. The central controller enables the battery chargers, when solar array power
	 Y
exceeds the needs of the spacecraft loads. Excess array power above this is dissipated in
p	 g	 y	 I^the artial shunt regulator which is also controlled b the central controller. Currents
voltages, and temperatures important to power system operation are shown on the diagram.
A remote decoder/multiplexer is provided to interface the power system commands and
41
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228 AUTOMATED SATELLITES
41 SYSTEM TYPES
POWER SOURCE USA^E .
• 90%SOLAii ARRAY/BATTERY
• 5% NUCLEAR
• 5% OTHERS
28 VDC DISTRIBUTION MOST DESIRED
SHUTTLE FUEL CELL INTERFACE
POWER LEVELS
55`Yo REQUIRE < 400 W
900A REQUIRE <2 KW
2 SYSTEMS @ 4.5 KW
1 SYSTEM @ 6 KW
1
i
i
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Figure 19. Results of Task II Selection of System Concepti
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Figure 20.	 Shunt Regulated Power System Block Diagram
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Figure 21, Power System Block Diagram
telemetry and minimize intersystem wiring by use of serial data and command buses.	 The
batteries are joined thru isolation diodes to forni a common discharge bus that will force
battery load sharing.
-A shuttle control switch between the battery chargers and the power system allows the system
to interface with the shuttle fuel cell. 	 This can be explained by the use of Figure 22, 	 The un-
regulated voltage of the shuttle fuel cell varies above and below the 28 volts of the power system, z'
To interface this power source to the regulated bus would require that the fuel cell voltage be
bucked down or boosted up to the 28 volt level.	 As the power system contains both buck and Y
boost regulators for battery charge and discharge a technique was developed to use these
devices for fuel cell interfacing thus avoiding the complexity of a buck-boost regulator in the
shuttle.
SHUTTLE SPACECRAFT
FUEL	 27-35 VDC RT	 S1	 28 VDC REG BUS	 SPACECRAFT
i
CELL T LOADS
CENTRAL
CONTROL
E BUCK BOOST
fEI
CHARGER REGULATOR
L BATTERY
VOLTAGE
i BATTERY
{
Figure 22.	 Shuttle Power Interface Using Battery Charger/Discharge Regulator
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x 	 ;
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The buck charger is disconnected from the regulated bus via switch S1. The fuel cell voltage
is dropped down to the battery terminal voltage and then boosted up to the regulated bus. In
normal operation, the central controller does not permit simultaneous operation of the buck
charger and the boost regulator. To overcome this during shuttle operation, a second con-
tact of switch S1 is used to disconnect the central control signal from the charger and the
charger operation is determined by only its output voltage and current levels. The diode CR1
of figure 22 protects the regulated bus from shorts at the spacecraft/shuttle interface after
separation of the electrical connector.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM ELEMENTS
The rationale for system element selection and requirements is provided here. Preliminary
specifications for the battery charger, discharge regulator, central controller, and shunt
dissipator are attached as Appendix III-1.
BATTERY
3
In developing a modular power system it is important that standardization be a prime re-
quirement. To avoid multiple batteries with various energy storage capabilities, one battery
was developed using the 20 ampere-hour standard equipment nickel cadmium cell defined by
the NASA Low Cost Systems section.
A 16 cell battery was selected as the baseline design for this modular system design. A
minimum of two batteries are provided per system with additional batteries to be added as
eclipse loads increase such that n-1 batteries can satisfy load requirements (n being the
number of batteries provided).
A low voltage battery (charge and discharge voltage below the regulated bus voltage) was
selected as it does provide a smaller modular building block with respect to watt hour capacity
and physical parameters, Also with fewer series cells than a battery above the regulated bus
voltage, the low 'voltage battery is a higher reliability design.
To avoid oxygen pressure build-up and hydrogen generation at low temperatures, a maximum
charge rate ol' C/4 was selected. This charge rate limits the depth of discharge to about 22;'x,
for low earth orbit spacecraft due to the charge time available.
For-geosynchronous orbits, a limit of 55%v depth of discharge was used to provide along life
	 i
battery (4 years).
BATTERY CHARGER
A low earth orbit requires a high efficiency battery charger to minimize the solar array
nPPriarl for P.nPrgv balance. Charger efficiency vreater than Wl, dictates a switching• noia-
dissipative type such as a buck regulator, 	 j
44'
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Regulator operation is controlled by three parameters; central control, battery charge cur-
rent, and temperature compensated battery voltage. The central control parameter is an
analog signal which is proportional to the excess solar array power available that can be
used for battery charging. Battery charge current will be limited to 0/4 or 5 amperes.
The temperature compensated signal will terminate the high current charging when battery
voltage reaches a preset level by maintaining a constant voltage on the battery and causing
a taper charge until full charge is accomplished.
A disconnect switch will be included in the charger to isolate the battery and prevent charge/
discharge operation. A diode is provided in the battery discharge path to prevent a battery
failure from loading down the other paralleled batteries and also to prevent charging by
other than its own charger.
The minimum spacecraft power system would contain two batteries each with its own
charger. When the chargers are being used to condition the shuttle fuel cell for spacecraft
usage, the 5 ampere charger limit and conversion and distribution losses limit the steady
state spacecraft load to 154 watts, and any additional loads will discharge the 2 batteries.
Discharging the batteries during shuttle operations may not be desireable and so an investi-
gation was undertaken to determine the charger current level required to support the space-
craft night} load level when conditioning the shuttle fuel cell input. Night load power was
selected because in many cases it may be necessary to operate housekeeping subsystems
and some experiments to monitor performance and operation during the entire shuttle phase.
The right side of Figure 23 shows the average night load that can be supported by various
numbers of batteries. The left side shows the power delivered to the loads via the battery
charger path. It can be seen that if the charger current rate is set at 5 amperes, the power
provided to the load from the shuttle fuel cell can be no greater than 0.53 or 0.71 times the
night load level. However, if during shuttle operations the charger current rate is in-
creased up to 9.5 amperes, 1. 04 to 1.39 times the night load power level can be provided
by the charger - boost regulator path.
A detailed block diagram of the battery charger is shown on Figure 24. The various con-
trols for the buck charger electronics include the central control signal which prohibits the
charger current from exceeding the excess solar array current; battery voltage and battery
temperature which are combined to terminate constant current charging and operate in a
taper charge mode; charger output current signal which limits the charge current; and the
shuttle high current enable signal that can select the 9.5 ampere current limit during fuel
cull conditioning for spacecraft use.
The relay K2 shows functionally that when the fuel cell voltage is present, the battery
charger^ is disconnected from the regulated 28 volt bus.
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Figure 23. Battery/Charger Load Power
The buck charger electronics block diagram of Figure 25 shows modular circuits such as
the duty cycle controller, base drive switching, and Jensen oscillator that are used in the
discharge regulator.
BOOST REGULATOR
The boost regulator maintains a constant spacecraft bus voltage during those periods (eclipse,
transients, pulsing load currents) where the primary power source is incapable of supplying
the total spacecraft loads. This PWM switching regulator effectively adds voltage pulses to
the available input voltage and then smooths them to a constant DC level. The energy is
extracted from the battery source (or fuel cell via the PV I M charger) and is pulse width-
modulated and boosted to the spacecraft voltage level via an autotransformer. The modulat-
ing control signal is generated in the central controller and is proportional to the error volt-
age ,generated at the spacecraft bus.
f
In order to define the boost regulator requirements and achieve a standard conceptional
modular design, several factors must be taken into consideration.
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From the Task I effort, the spacecraft power levels and the quantity of spacecraft per level
is shown in Figure 26. The two systems at 4.5 and 6 kilowatts are considered to require
special power systems and are excluded from this study.
1
r
Therefore, up to 2 kilowatts of night power must be provided thru the boost regulators, but 	 7
single aerospace boost regulator rated at '2 kilowatts is beyond present day technology. A
one kilowatt design is possible and parallel operation would provide the two kilowatt
capability.
A one kilowatt regulator operating with an 85 percent efficiency would develop 172 watts to
be dissipated from a rather small volume. In fact, the heat generators fall in 3 major but
smaller volumes of the boost regulator. They are the switchingtransistor, the output diodes,
and the output filter. Assuming equal heat distribution, the three small volumes would re-
quire heat sinking of 58 watts each. These small volume, high heat generators would un-
duely complicate the thermal subsystem design for a 1 kilowatt regulator.
Since the 2 kilowatt design is not in todays technology and the 1 kilowatt design is thermally
complicated, consideration was given to a design between 200 watts but less than 1 kilowatt.
Figure 26 indicates that a 600 watt regulator would satisfy more than 75% of all spacecraft 	 t
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Figure 26 Spacecraft Power Requirements
Accepting the 600 watt regulator as a design requirement, it is now possible to see that 4
regulators operating in parallel would handle the 2 kilowatt night load requirement. Several
subtle advantages are also achieved with a 600 watt regulator; (1) the transient power capa-
bility can be up to the kilowatt region without introducing a complex thermal design; and (2)
the 600 watt power level reduces the design complexity of the voltage and current feedback
loops within the regulator. Further, a 600 watt modular design will enhance the spacecraft
thermal design by virtue of lower dissipation per module and provide mobility within space-
craft configurations that must handle power levels greater than 600 watts.
A requirement developed in the Failure Modes Analysis section to follow is that the boost
regulator be fail-safe to avoid failures that would turn the device on and subsequently dis-
charge the batteries. Figure 27 which is the block diagram of the boost regulator shows how
this requirement is met. Two duty cycle controllers are used and both must signal a turn
on pulse to the succeeding stages before action is taken. Both outputs of the duty cycle
controller must go low to turn on.
As mentioned in the discussion of the battery charger, many circuits are identical with the
1	 1'i
	
	
differences being in the output stages. (Detailed schematics located in a ater sec ion are
provided for inspection).^	 p	 p	 ),
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CENTRAL CONTROL
The central control provides the appropriate signals to the shunt '-dissipator, charger, and
discharge regulator to maintain bus regulation. The central control signals are proportional
to the bus voltage deviation with the range of acceptable deviation nominally selected to be
i 1. 5 percent of the bus voltage.
Figure 28 can be used to explain system control.
At the upper limit of voltage deviation the shunt regulator is turned full on; full charge de-
mands are satisfied depending on the battery status. With higher load demands or decreased
array power, the shunt regulator dissipation is decreased, and completely turned off when
the voltage deviation is around +0.5 percent. With further load demands, the array power
is preferentially supplied to the load by gradually decreasing the available charge power to
a point where charging is totally inhibited at a voltage deviation of around -0.5 percent. At
this particular condition, the array power just satisfies the load demand. Further load
demands are supplied by the discharge regulator, which is at a full-on condition at a voltage
deviation around M-1.5 percent.
Solar array power priority is demonstrated by Figure 29 which shows the V-I curve of the
array and the operating point forced by the central control. When load demand increases,
the operating point is moved down to the right of the V-I curve. Central control senses the
lower voltage and removes shunt dissipators to compensate and return to the proper -operat-
ing point.
Figure 30 shows the basic block diagram of the central control. Because single failure
modes would result in loss of the power bus, all functions shown are enhanced by the use
of majority voting or quad redundancy which is shown in the detailed schematic of a subse-
quent section.
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SHUNT DISSIPATOR
The function of the shunt dissipator is to absorb the excess solar array power to force con-
stant voltage operation.
Initial designs considered the use of a full shunt as a modular design could be developed in-
dependent of the solar array cell circuit configuration. There would not be any electrical
interfaces to the shunt other than the 28 volt bus and the central control signal. However,
thermal studies proved this approach to be impractical because the radiating area required
for a full shunt dissipator becomes prohibitively large. Consequently, a partial shunt alp
proach located on the solar array was selected.
The partial shunt dissipator requirements developed during the study are as follows:
• The design must provide for parallel operation with a common central control
signal.
• The modular design is to control a 500 watt solar array segment.
• The shunt elements will be sequenced to minimize peak electronics power on the
dissipator panel.
ia
A functional block diagram of the shunt dissipator is provided by Figure 31. The shunt drive
signal from the central control crosses the slipring to the power amplifier which, thru a
sequencer, operates the 12 shunt elements required to control a 500 watt array segment. 	
I
The lower ?eft of Figure 31 shows the principle of operation of the partial shunted solar
array. Briefly the voltage of the lower array is varied by changing its currentsuch that the
sum of 'the upper and lower array voltages is equal to the regulated voltage which in this
case is +28 vdo.
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The effect of sequencing the 12 shunt elements is shown in the lower right of the figure. The
upper curve shows the power dissipated in the shunting transistors if '911 12 were operated
simultaneously in parallel. By sequential operation, the first pair are turned full on before
the next pair of shunt transistors start to dissipate. This sequential operation provides the
lower transistor power dissipation profile.
Obviously, the shunt dissipator design is very dependent on the solar array circuit configu-
ration and as standardization of the solar array is beyond the scope of this study, the shunt
dissipator design presented is only representative of the approach that might be used
Figure 32 shows the mechanical design of a shunt dissipator to control a 500 watt solar
array. Transistors Q7 thru Q10 are in the quad redundant power amplifier stage. Terminal
boards TB1 and 2 contain the sequencer circuits. The remaining transistors are the 12
array shunt elements.
FAILURE MODE ANALYSIS
The intent of this analysis was to review each function of the power system to determine the
effects of failure modes, and to provide protection where failures result in serious overload
or catastrophic loss of capability.
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BATTERY
Generally, all battery failures result in loss of the battery to the power systow. An isola-
tion diode is provided in the battery charger to prevent a shorted battery from discharging
remaining batteries.
Loss of a battery can be compensated by either providing n + 1 batteries where n is required
to support the load, or the night loads may be reduced to compensate for battery loss.
The former alternate was selected for this study.
CHARGER FAULT PROTECTION
As previously mentioned, the power system must perform after the loss of one battery.
This loss may be the result of battery failure, or charger failure. 	 Charger failures can be
classified as open circuit or full-off types, short circuit or full-on types, or high resistance
types that are neither of the above, but present a power drain to the power system.
Each type has been investigated to insure protection is adequate to prevent propagation of
failure to other equipment or insure that continuous power drains can be removed from the
power bus.
Failures that result in the inability to pass current from the solar array bus input to the
battery are designated as open circuit failures.	 The result is loss of the battery due to the
inability to recharge.	 This is acceptable.
Failures that result in the inability to stop or control the current from the solar array bus
into the battery are designated as short circuit failures. 	 Also included in this category are
failures that present a continuous power drain on the regulated bus.
From a fault clearing viewpoint the worst time for a charger short circuit to occur is during
the night portion of the mission.
During the day, the solar array provides the load power required, and so the boost discharge
regulators are available to handle an overload.	 However, at night operatio-a, the boost re-
gulators are operatijig to satisfy normal night loading.
	 Figure 33 shows the elements of
the power system associated with this fault situation. 	 The effect on the regulated bus can be
examined by determining the reserve capability of the discharge regulators.
A 20 ampere (560 watt)* capability boost regulator was used in this analysis.
	 As with the
battery, the boost discharge function must be redundant to allow one unit failure.
	 Effectively,
there is one spare boost regulator and therefore 560 watts of spare capability.
*when this analysis was performed, the 600 watt power handling capability of the boost
regulator had not been selected.	 Twenty amperes was used as a representative number
which was felt to be close to the yet-to-be selected power level. 	 The conclusions of this
analysis would not be changed by the less than 10 percent change in power level.
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The diagram of Figure 33 was used to determine the magnitude of current thru a shorted
battery charger for the conditions shown on Figure 34. These results show that the
"shorted" charger does not cause an undervoltage on the regulated bus until the fault cur-
rent exceeds 20 amperes. This is attributed to the extra 20 amps of boost regulator capa-
city included to allow boost failure. The current magnitude beyond this point is a function
of the series resistance of the failed charger, the battery voltage, and other parameters
shown on Figure 34. If a fuse was used to clear this fault, the fuse should blow at the cur-
rent at which an undervoltage would take place and it should open the fault circuit in a
reasonable time. In this case, 20 amps should blow the fuse.
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Figure 33. Full-on Charger Failure
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The characteristics of the high reliability Pico-Fuse used extensively on the Nimbus/
Landsat spacecraft for many years are shown on Figure 35. 	 j
To allow for fuse derating, the minimum fuse size for this application must have a 10 amp
rating.
From Figure 35, it can be seen that at the current magnitudes that cause regulated bus
undervoltage, the 10 amp fuse blow time is between 70 and 500 milliseconds which is
r	 acceptable
t[ Any, short circuit failure of the charger that does not draw enough current to blow the input
fuse can be cleared by command as the voltage of the regulated bus would remain within
spec. A second pole of the battery ON/OFF relay is connected to the input of the charger
and can disconnect all input power as shown on Figure 36.
The output of the charger must also be fused to prevent high battery discharge current into
a failed "fly-back" diode or output capacitor in the charger.
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CENTRAL CONTROL
Single point failures within the Central Control function would result in loss of the power
bus, and therefore loss of the spacecraft. If the error amplifier failed and its output went
"High", all the shunt dissipators would be forced on causing a very low voltage operating
point on the solar array V-I curve. Also if the failure resulted in a "Low" output, the
battery discharge regulators would come full on resulting in a high overvoltage on the re-
gulated bus.
To prohibit these single point failures, the central control design uses three error amplifier
stages that are majority voted such that two of the three must agree on the operating mode
of the power system. Quad redundancy ,
 is used for the amplification stages after the majority
vote stage. A detailed circuit design is provided in the Detailed Schematic section of this
report,
DISCHARGE REGULATOR
To provide for a failure that results in loss of operation or "full-off" condition, n + 1 dis-
charge regulators are provided where n is the number of regulators required to support the
imission.
	 ]
'	
u
A failure that causes operation at or near 100 %G
 duty cycle ("full-on") is not acceptable and is
prohibited by design. To accomplish this, the design is made "fail-safe" (any failure results
	
_ 1
!	 r	 in a "full-off" state) by the use of two duty cycle controllers within the discharge regulator.
Both circuits must agree to turn-on before operation commences. Design implementation is
shown in the Detailed Schematic section.
r
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SHUNT DISSIPATOR
The typical design of the shunt dissipator previously described can control a 500 watt solar
array segment. Single failures can result in loss of control over 36 watts of the array due
to an open circuit failure or continuous shunting of 36 watts because of a shorted transistor.
Both failure modes are considered acceptable and the use of redundancy or fault protection
is not justified.
During the analysis of the shunt dissipator, a failure on the solar array was identified which
due to the partial shunt design, results in an unacceptable failure mode for which protection
must be provided.
Figure 37 will assist in explaining this failure. A typical solar array circuit is shown on
the left of the figure. An isolation diode is provided at each solar array circuit to prevent
a failed circuit from loading the regulated 28 volt bus. Assume for discussion that the
shunting transistor labeled sequence 1 is in saturation and the diode fails short circuited.
The voltage developed by the upper array segment is less than the 28 volt bus and as can be
seen from the upper right figure, when the voltage across the array increases, large re-
verse current will flow from the regulated bus, thru the upper array and down thru the
saturated transistor. A fuse has been added in the collector of the transistor to limit the
duration of this failure mode.
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DETAILED CIRCUIT DESIGN AND HYBRID CANDIDATES
Schematic designs of each of the power conditioning elements were developed during this
study for two related reasons. One was to identify those circuits which are candidates for
hybrid thick film packaging and second, to define the size, weight, and power requirements
for each of the functional elements.
Preliminary specifications which provided the design requirements for the battery charger,
disa-barge regulator, central control, and the shunt dissipator are attached as Appendix III-1.
Figure 38 presents a simplified single channel (without redundant circuitry) schematic of the
control circuits of the modular power system. Notice that the input circuits of the discharge
regulator and battery charger are identical, thus providing modularity at a level below the
functional unit. The asterisk shown at various transistors indicates that quad redundancy is
used for those circuits.
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HYBRID DESIGN CRITERIA
Identification of hybrid circuit candidates in the circuitry to follow, was based on design
criteria used at GE Space Systems for power equipment.
• No inductors, capacitors greater than 0.1 u farad, nor .1% resistors less than
100 ohms are included in a hybrid package.
• A maximum power density of 1.25 to 1.5 watts per square inch is used to limit
junction temperature to 150°C in a Kovar package.
• Standard package sizes of 1.2 and 2.0 inches are used.
• The number of components is kept below 50 to avoid test and yield problems as-
sociated with large hybrids.
DETAILED SCHEMATICS
Hybrid circuits on the equipment schematics are identified by a dotted line around the circuit
elements.
The battery charger of Figure 39 identifies the Jensen oscillator, the duty cycle controller,
and the current/voltage limit circuits as hybrids. The output power stage, mag amp current
transducer, chokes, and relays are packaged on printed circuit boards or are chassis
mounted for heat rejection.
The discharge regulator of Figure 40 has three hybrids; the two duty cycle controllers and
the Jensen oscillator. All other circuit elements are discrete parts.
The central control of Figure 41 consists entirely of hybrids with the exception of a few
select by test resistors, filter capacitors, and divider networks.
Because of the power levels in the shunt dissipator of Figure 42, no hybrids are used. The
circuits shown dotted are the solar cell circuits of which a typical design is provided in the
box on this figure,
SUMMARY OF EQUIPMENT MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS
From the preceding schematic designs, preliminary equipment specifications, and analyses,
the size, ,weight, and power dissipation of the various power subsystem equipment were
determined as shown on Table 25. The characteristics of the remote decoder multiplexer,
which is considered a telemetry-command system unit placed in the power system, were
derived from previous 'internal studies which developed this equipment.
This equipment defined by Table 25 can be used as required for conventional spacecraft
packaging thus providing modularity at the equipment level. However, foreseeing the
needs of automated interchangability required for Shuttle generation spacecraft, a concept
defined as a Power Module was developed and its capabilities evaluated in the following
section.
x
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NIAX POWER DISSIPATION (WATTS)
SIZE WEIGHT VOLUME POWER POWER POWER POWER POWERLOW EARTH ORBIT GEO YNC
CONIPONENT (CI%T)
(INCHES)
MG)
(LB)
HANDLING
CAPACITY
PER
CA13
PER
IN3
PER
KG
PER
LB
NIGHT
1i3
DAY
2/3
NIGHT
(1.2 HR)
DAY
(22.8 HR) 3CDI 3IN
BATTERY 20.3 x 22.9 x 20.3 20
8 x 9 x 8 44 35 7.5 40 6.8 9439 576 394 NVATT-1111 0.042 0.58y 19.7 8.95
CHARGER 15.2 x 24.1 x 21. 6 4.1
6 x 9.5 x 9 7.5 15 9 7 7948 485 1201228 WATTS 0.015%0.029 M1,47/0.470 29.3/55.6 13.3125.3
CENTRAL CONTROL 10.2 x 11.4 x 10.2 1.9
4x4.5 x4 4 1 1-5 1 1-5 1180 72 --- --- --- - - - - - - 
DISCHARGE REG 21.6 x 24.1 x 12.7 5.4 100 DIAX 100 AIAX
8.5 x 9.5 x 5 12 17/BAT 4 25/BAT 4 6620 404 600 WATTS 0.091 1.48 111 50
REMOTE DECODER 15.2 x 10.2 x 5.1 0.9 1.2 1.2 1.2 1_2
hIUX 6x4x2 2 - - - - - - - - - --- -_- - - -
- - - 
SHUNT REGULATOR - - - 2.7
6 --- - - - - - - - - 8895 543 500 WATTS 0.056 0.921 185 83.3
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PONVER MODULE ASSEMBLY
Having developed the modularized system to the equipment level, the next step was to assem-
ble this equipment into a standard unit that may be attached to the spacecraft structure. This
standard unit called the Power Module is shown on Figure 43.
The module is designed to reject all waste heat outboard with all side and inboard surfaces
covered with multi-layer insulation blankets. High power dissipation components are mounted
directly to the inner face of the aluminum honeycomb sandwich outer panel. The outer panel
is integrally stiffened by keels tailored to the individual component arrangements. A sub-
system harness interconnecting the components and interface and test connectors is designed
for fabrication and installation as a unit. Once the harness is installed and clampej to the
keel the module may be bench tested prior to installation of the frame structure anu' insulation
covers. This "breadboard" subsystem assembly on the outer panel provides maximum ease
of installation and replacement of components during the assembly cycle.
Once panel and harness assembly and test is completed, the panel is bolted to the open box
frame structure and the interface and test connectors attached to the frame brackets. In-
stallation of the insulation blankets completes the module assembly.
With the exception of the solar array assembly and shunt dissipator panel, all components
are mounted within the Power Module. The shunt dissipator panel is mounted on the solar
array.
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Figure 43. Power Module
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Two sizes of Power Modules were used to determine the optimum packaging density of the
equipment modules. These two sizes were selected as shorn by Figure 44. Although shuttle
launched spacecraft were the primary concern during this study, a standard modularized
design should also be compatible with spacecraft launched by individual boosters. As the
Delta is a popular vehicle for this purpose, it's size limitations were used to develop system
module sizes. The rectangular arrangement of modules results in a basic size of 101.6 x
121.9 x 40.6 cm (40 x 48 x 16 inches). The triangular arrangement can accommodate a
121.9 x 121.9 x 40.6 cm (48 x 48 x 16 inches) module size.
The next step was to determine the maximum amount of equipment that can be packaged into
each module to select the best size.
For identification purposes, the Power Modules will be refered to as the 40 x 48 and the
48 x 48 units, respectively.
Figure 45 shows the layout of the 40 x 48 module. Module No. 1 is the basic spacecraft unit
and module No. 2 can be added to increase the power handling capability of the power system.
Module No. 1 can accommodate 5 batteries, 5 charges, 3 discharge regulators, 1 central
control, and 1 remote decoder multiplexer and provide the power as shown in the box. If
module No. 2, which can contain up to 8 batteries with their chargers, is added, one of the
batteries and chargers, is added, one of the batteries its charger of mod:ile No. 1 is deleted
to make room for another discharge regulator to handle the additional power. The power
capability shown in the box is the combined Module No. 1 and No. 2 maximum.
RECTANGULAR	 TRIANGULAR
ACS S/S
s
SUBSYSTEM SECTION	 SUBSYSTEM SECTION
(VIEW LOOKING AFT)
	
(VIEW LOOKING AFT)
Figure 44. Subsystem Section Arrangements
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The power capability was determined based on maximum depth of discharge permissible and
also considered power conversion losses from the battery to the load. This results in the load
capability as shown below.
Low Earth
Geosynchronous
Average
Battery	 Spacecraft
D. O. D.	 Load During Eclipse
22%	 116 Watts
55°Ic
	
140 Watts
The layout of equipment in Figure 46 shows that mounting surface utilization in the 48 x 48
module is much better than that of the previous figure. As more equipment is contained in
this 48 x 48 configuration, the power handling capability is much greater hence this configura-
tion was selected for a thermal analysis to determine if the module could handle the heat
generated in all these components with a simple passive thermal design.
THERMAL ANALYSIS OF THE 48 X 48 MODULE
Both Power Modules were analyzed in detail and these results are provided in Appendix III-2,
but for the above reason, the results of the 48 x 48 unit analysis are presented here.
As the powermodule is probably the largest heat dissipator, it was assumed that it would be
placed at the most optimum thermal point on the spacecraft. Figure 47 r lows that this
location is the north surface for a geosynchronous orbit, and the non-sun surface for a low
earth orbit. These locations minimize the heat flux incident on the module radiating area.
Using the module layout of Figure 46 and the component thermal data of Table 25, the total
power dissipation for both the low earth and geosynchronous orbit were determined as shown
on Table 26. The limitations placed on the thermal design were that the batteries must be
maintained between 0 0
 and 25°C with a temperature spread no greater than 5°C between
batteries. Also the range for other equipment is between O O C and 400C.
Based on this data, the area required to radiate the generated heat was determined for modules
No. 1 and No. 2 for both orbital missions. For low earth orbit applications, where the orbital
period of 100 minutes is small compared to the component thermal time constants, the module-
radiation areas required can be sized based on the average orbital environments, average
orbital power dissipation and 10 0C, the average desired battery temperature. For geosynchro-
nous orbit applications, where the orbital period of 24 hours is large compared to the com-
ponent thermal time constants and the sun angle is seasonal, module radiators must be sized
for the maximum conditions using the summer solstice power dissipation with a module
radiator temperature of 20 0 0, near the maximum temperature allowed. The resulting radia-
tor area requirements shown on Figure 48 indicate that adequate heat rejection area is avwila-
ble in all cases. The geosynchronous design will experience low temperatures during the
winter solstice period when the sun is on the other side of the spacecraft. Analysis of this
condition identified the need to provide 16 watts of heater power to Module No. I and 7 watts
to Module No. 2 to keep the temperature above O O C. These heater requirements_ are acceptably
small.
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TABLE 26. THERMAL ANALYSIS — POWER DISSIPATION PER MISSION MODE >i
>:a
GEOSYNCHRONOUS - MAINTAIN AVERAGE TEMPERATURE AT + 20°C DURING SUMMER SOLSTICE
IEQUINOX
GEOSYNCHRONOUS
DAY NIGHT AVG
MODULE 1
MODULE 2
105 W
139 W
696 W
491 W
135 W
157 W
LOW EARTH
DAY NIGHT AVG
MODULE 1 157 W 529 W 280 W
MODULE 2 226 W 426 W 292 W
x
is
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MAINTAIN AVERAGE TEMPERATURE AT + 100CLOW EARTH
MODULE 1 MODULE 2
95% OF
AVAILABLE
AREA
85% OF
AVAILABLE
AREA
31% OF
AVA ILA BLE
AREA
MODULE 2
41% OF
AVAILABLE
AREA
MODULE 1
Figure 48. Thermal Analysis - Radiating Areas
A thermal transient analysis was then performed to determine the variation from end of day to
end of night temperatures, and also the variation between batteries in Module No. 1 and No. 2.
Figure 49 graphically shows for the low earth orbit, the day to night temperature variation is
only 3"C and the difference between the two power modules is about 2'C which is very good
for a first cut thermal design.
The thermal transition during the equinox period of the geosynchronous orbit is within the 00
to 20°C limit for the batteries, however, the difference between module temperatures must
be reduced by a slight change in the radiating area of one of the modules.
As can be seen for both orbits, the module temperature increases during the night period due
to battery discharge and discharge regulator operation. Module No. 1 of the geosynchronous
case continues to heat up as the spacecraft comes into the day period. This is caused by the
thermal capacitance of the four discharge regulators which had been operating at a high power
level during the 72-minute eclipse. Heat continues to dump from these units for about 2 hours
after they have been shut off.
These results show that the maximum amount of components can be put into the power module
and thermal control can be maintained by a simple passive design using blankets and thermal
coatings.
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CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY
The review of requirements for free flying spacecraft inthe next 15 years has shown that
k
	
	
with the exception of a small percentage of broadcast missions, power requirements are
below 2 kilo watts, with 65% of the spacecraft requiring less than 600 watts. Therefore, a
modular power processing system need not be multi kilowatt, but growth to 2 kilowatts is
r	 needed.
Developfia g a modularized universal spacecraft power processing system wall result in
economic savings as non-recurring design and development costs are eliminated from each
spacecraft system. Standardization of any design will be beneficial in this respect, but
this study showed that a shunt regulated direct energy transfer power system design will
provide the greatest advantages compared to other designs using unregulated power buses.
The basic modular units of the power system are shown in Figure 50. The equipment
consists of:
• A partial shunt regulated solar array that is modularized in 500 watt segments.
• A highly redundant central control that governs the operation of the power equipment
to maintain bus regulation.
• A 16 cell nickel cadmium battery using 20 ampere-hour capacity standard cells.
• A dedicated battery charger that 'bucks' the regulated bus voltage down 'to the battery
terminal voltage while limiting the maximum charge current to 5 amperes (c/4).
• A pulse width modulated boost discharge regulator with a 600 watt output capability
that can operate in parallel with like units as required to satisfy eclipse load
demands.
When selecting a power system design, and comparing it with others, all the power processing
functions must be considered whether they are within the boundaries of the power system or are
provided by the user loads. That is to say, when analyzing an unregulated bus system, the
regulators located at the loads must be considered a power system item even though histori-
cally their penalty has been allocated to the load.
The design effort of this study has produced modular concepts at the circuit level, equipment
Level, and system level. Design rationale developed during the study and failure modes analysis
has provided preliminary design specifications for the power processing equipment. These can
be used for the next logical phase of development which is breadboard hardware. Thermal
analysis has verified that the power module layouts can be thermally controlled by passive
t	 radiator designs.
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LITERATURE REVIEW OF SPACE POWER SYSTEMS AND
POWER CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
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Advantages of solid state power controllers are dis-
cussed, i'speciaily as applied to distributed bus/remo
controlled systems. The need for firm definition of
reouirements for these controllers is identified, so
that Qualified hardware can be developed.
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This paper describes a direct enerav transfer system,
with a requlated bus voltage of 29 volts. The battery
charge method employed is one of command-selectable
solar arrav elements in series with the main array,
providing inherent current-limitin g . A linear partial
shunt voltage regulator is used for array stabilization,
and a P14M boost re gulator for battery output. System
capability is 145 to 240 watts.
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Support Division, Sperry
Rand Corporation
Kuntsville, Alabama
for NASA, G.C.Marshall
Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama
under cbntract no.
NAS8-21812
MSFC Rpt.No.40M26995
July 21 1972
Integrated Electronics
Solar Array Control Unit
Stewart G. Kimble, TRW
Systems & Joseph F. Wise
AFAPL,Wright`- Patterson
AFB
PCSC Record, 1971
(IEEE AES Group)
April 1971
19.
20 X X X X
{
i
Ill y__a
A description of the engineering and development of the
Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) charger, battery , regulator
module (CBRM). This system is modular containing 18
separate modules. Selection of interest include 1.0 and
2.0 which describe s ystem requirements, ,justifications,
and reliability. Sections 3.0 and 5.0 describe the
Charger and Regulator respectively. Section 10.0
describes design problems and failure modes experienced.
A control approach is described for a nominal 2KW unit,
applicable however to units from 500 watts through
20 Kwatts, projected for use during the 1975-1980 period.
The requirements include a goal of 7-10 year life, and the
ability to withstand nuclear indiat on. Of the nine system
configurations analyzed, the Direct Energy Transfer method
was selected based on power-to-weight ratio and use of com-
ponents (count & type) which can be made radiation resistan
A hybrid partial-shunt regulator is used, with both linear
digital elements, providing a near-constant thermal dissipa
tion through mission life. Not discussed are the transient
response characteri`ctics of the digital portion of the
partial shunt regulator.
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21.	 Low Cost Modular Power
Systems for Multi-
Mission Earth Observa-
tories
A. Kirpich & J.Schumache
General Electric Space
Systems, Phila., Pa.
SUMMARY
A Direct Energy Transfer (DET) power systems was compared
with the present Nimbus and ERTS hardware showing improved
performance with resulting reduction in solar array and
control functions which provides significant cost savings.
In addition, the DET system eliminates certain power
management functions which reduces the cost of ground
operations' power management.
22. Flight Performance of the
ERTS-1 Spacecraft Power
System
A. Kirpich, H. Thierfelde
M. Lamnin, & D. Wise
Gen. Electric Co.,
,Space Division
PESC Record-1973
(IEEE AES Group)
June 1973
Described is a centralized power system with approx. 500
watts capability using photovoltaic solar cells with nickl
cadmium batteries. Of interest is the power management
technique employed which involves ground selection of
"Science" and "Auxiliary" loads, orientation of solar arra
and full-shunt regulation.
X !X
The paper describes the design, test results, and the
development of the performance prediction model of the
ATM Ni-Cd battery.
23.	 Nickel-Cadmium Battery
Performance Prediction
Models Apollo Telescope
Mount Application
W. R..Kirsch, Sperry
Rand Corp.,Huntsville,Ala
IECEC739011
August 13, 1973
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25.
1
Electric Power Processing An extensive review of power distribution systems, com-
Distribution and Control paring weights and costs of several concepts. 	 Conclu-
for Advanced Aerospace sion
	
is drawn that distribution at 100 VDC (or greater)
Vehicles as well certain AC voltages are required to meet future
A. Krausz, TRW Systems large-scale spacecraft requirements.
	 (AC voltages would
Group & J.L.	 Felch, be required only for large motor/rotatin g source cases).
NASA-MSFC The lack of space qualified high-voltage com ponents is
PPESC-1972 Record identified as the major stumbling block at the time of
(IEEE AES Group) the report.
May 1972
Space Vehicle Electrical An extensive review and projection of power processing &
Power Processing Distri- distribution systems, comparing weights and costs for
bution and Control Study, several concepts, includin g different levels of AC & DC
Vols.
	 l	 & 2 voltages.	 Distributed bus with remote control circuit
A. Krausz, TRW Systems breakers (solid. state) is recommended, at a voltage level
Group & J.L. Felch, of 100 VDC, although present technology has not provided
NASA-MSFC space-qualified components for this concept at required
N72-83053/54 power levels.
	
Projected shuttle-era loads are summarized,
(NASA CR-123907/08 with static power sources anticipated. 	 No source or pro-
June 1972 cessing methods are evaluated, since their effects on dis-
tribution are considered to be comparable, and only a
small portion of the overall electrical s ystem cost of
ownership over program life..
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28. Battery Cell Control and
Protection Circuits
N. L. Layte, D. W. Zerbel
TRW Systems Group
IEEE Power Processing and
Electronics Specialists
Conference Record-1972,
page 106
Mav 22, 1972
29. Study and Analysis of
Satellite Power Systems
Configurations for
Maximum Utilization of
Power (Phase II Technical
Report)
J. G. Leisenrina &
D. N. Stager
TRW Systems Grout for
NASA-GSFC under contract
#NAS5-9178
N69-19134(NASA-CR-100189)1
December 31, 1968
i
Describes functions and circuits to protect battery cells
from over-charge and over-discharge and improve battery per
formance for long life applications. Functional block
diagrams, circuit schematics, and functional characteristic
are presented. Techniques presented are currently being
flown on Intelsat III, Prioneer 10 and the Apollo 15 & 16
Particle and Fields sub-satellites. Calculated cell string
(24 cells) reliability in excess of 0.95 for seven years
operation.
The EPSOM computer technioue for Dower system optimization.
It is claimed that the technioue provides analytical evalua-
tions of concepts, rather than reliance on experience and
intuition.
Also discussed is SRAP, which was projected to be a self-
regulatinq and protection techni que, employing Dre-
programmed responses to failures as a means of orovidinq
corrective actions. This method was deemed impractical
because of the rap id reaction time renuired (to be effective)
and the lack of forewarning detector technologv.
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26,	 An Evaluation and Compari -
son of Power Systems for
Long-Duration, Manned
Space Vehicles
John G. Krisilas &
Harrison J. Killian
Aerospace Corporation
for AF Systems Command
under contract #
AF04(695)-1001
Air Force#SSD-TR-6b-123
Aerospace#TR-1001(2730-01
-2
May 1967
27	 Asdtic Duty-Cycle Control
for Power Converters
V. R. Lalli & A. D.
Schoenfeld
IEEE Power Processing
and Electronics
Specialists Conference
Record-1972, pg. 106
May 22, 1972
Various solar and nuclear power sources are compared with
fuel cells for use on 2 to 10 KW (average)spacecraft for
to 5 yrs. life. The authors conclude that radioisotope/
dynamic systems are best suited for these aDplications,
although no mention is made of their availability. Solar/
Photovoltaic and Radioisotope/Thermoelectric systems are
ranked lower for reasons of weight and integration
difficulties.
Describes reasons for beginning Analog Signal to Discrete
Time Interval Converter (ASDTIC) development, the design
goals sought in the development and design details. ASDTIC
attempts to standardize for general purpose the "Sense"
portion of the clasic switching regulator and at the same
time include a novel second feedback loop. The second
loop uses a signal which senses voltage as a function of
inductor stored energy. This technique claims to approach
superior regulator stability,- regulation, transient respon
and freedom from the effects of variations in parts
characteristics. Paper based on work done under contract
NAS12-2017.
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30,
	
	 Design and Performance
of Intelsat ICJ Power
Subsystem
E. Levy, Jr. and
Fred S. Osugi
Hughes Aircraft Co
Comsat Corp.
729078 (7th IECEC Conf.
1972)
The pov,er subsystem is described as having 2 Solar panel
arrays/buses, each with 200 watts nominal capacity.
Batteries are charged from separate charge arrays. The
subsystem design has functioned nominally on three space-
craft, and incorporates commanded relay contacts to switch
from normal operation (trickle charge, blocking diode dis-
charge) to a recondition mode. Redundancy is provided
through backu p relays with contacts connected in "three-
way switch" style. Two unregulated buses are used, with
relay protection and paralleling.
31. Evaluation of Space 	 1970 technology review including on-array electronics and	 X
Station Solar Array	 power transfer devices. On-array electronics consists of
Technology & Recommended 	 conditioning solar cell power at the source, isolation
Advanced Development	 diodes, and bypass diodes. Significant advantages are
Programs	 reduced vehicle heat load, and potential reliability
Lockheed Missiles & Spac	 increase. The big disadvantage is that only voltage limitin
Co,,Space Systems Diva
	
has had flight history where only two applications used
Power Systems for Manned 	 zener diodes (passive). Other conditionin g electronics has
Spacecraft Center,Houstoi been conceptual only because of reluctance to operate
Texas. under contract	 electronic devices below -55 0C in the absence of performanc
#NAS9-11039	 data. Slip ring =,, er transfer devices were reviewed listig
N71-16462(Accession No.) 	 seven major suppliers. The largest current device flown is
CR-114828 (NASA No.)	 Nimbus at 10 amperes per circuit continuous.
28 December 1970
X I X
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32,	 Photovoltaic Power
Systems on Flight Space-
craft -Nimbus 2
K.F.Merten,K.L.Hanson,
W.J.Schlotter, General
Electric-Co.,Space Div.
(for NASA-OART, under
contract #NAS7-547)
NASACR-62045
(GE68SD4222)
23 February 1968)
33.	 A Solar Array and Batte
Electrical Power Sub-
system for the Shuttle-
Launched Modijlar Space
Station
W. E. Murray,
McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Co.
729073 (7th IECEC Conf,.
1972)
3A.	 The 1973 NASA Payload
Model
NASA Mission & payload
Planning,Office, Program
Development, Marshall `SFI.
October 1973
SUP{ NARY tt
t
f
't
c
t
f
The power subsystem of Nimbus 2 is described, having a pa,v-
load power requirement of 186 watts, and a maximum (BOL)
in excess of 400 watts available at the array. Of historic
interest is the power management techni que, which involves
the command selection of functional loads and auxiliary
loads (resistors) sufficient to load the bus and maintain
a bus voltage of -24.5 +0.5 UDC. The selection is made
each time a load change - is required, when batteries are
full-charged and cannot act as bus loads, at times of
spacecraft night, etc.
Tradeoff alternatives and selections are listed to provide
23 to 31 KW to the space station: during its growth period.
115 VDC, with se quential partial shunt regulation was
chosen for the source. Batteries with low voltage charge,
reconnected for high-voltage discharge are planned. 115 VD
transmission, with mixed 115 VDC/115-200 VAC distribution,
employing central DC regulation are selected. Automatic
remote control with manual backu p is foreseen.
Schedule and description information which portrays the
1973 NAS Payload Model covering all NASA programs and the
anticipated requirements of the user co r lmunity, not in-
cluding DOD, for the 1973 to 1991 period.
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35. Electrical Power Sub- Description of implementation planned for space station
system Definition for electric Dower system. 	 Included are power levels and
Shuttle Launched Modular certain constraints and requirements which lead to the
Space Station particular 150 VDC Eonfiguration selected. 	 Bus arrangemen,
A.A. Nussberger, Space and malfunction work-arounds are described, with either
Division, North American the central computer control or separated control modes.
Rockwell Corp. for NASA-
MSC under contract
NAS9-9953
729071 (7th IECEC Conf.
1972)
High Performance Hiah36 Design techniques are described for a switching regulator
Reliability Switching for Vin = 200-400 Vdc, Vout = 56 Vdc +1%, efficiency
Regulator Development. = 90% min.	 The develo pment of weighting factors for five
S.	 R.	 Peck, J.H.Flayden, different design a pproaches is presented against nine
etal, General	 Electric Cc. different parameters such as "relative size of input filte
Space Division and "relative design complexity".
GE No.N-22927
23 April	 1973
37 Space Vehicle ',.lectrical A comparison	 of electrical system elements and their inte,
Power Svstems Study ' relationships.	 Power profiles for large-scale spacecraft
(Second Interim Technical are presented kto the extent available), and mixed
Report, Project A-1251) distribution voltages are recommended, so as to permit
S.L.	 Robinette, more tolerant loads to be operated directly from various
G.W.	 Bechtold & G.W.Spani buses, without incurrinq efficiency penalties.
(Georgia Inst.	 of Tech.,
Electronics Div., Atl'ant
Georgia) for NASA-MSFC
under contract
4'NAS8-25192
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38.	 Space Vehicle Electrical j
Power Systems Study
(Final Technical Rpt.,
Project A-1251)
S.L.Robinette, G.W.Bech-
told, and G.W.Spann
(Georgia Inst.of Tech.,
Electronics Div.,Atlanta,
Ga.) For NASA-MSFC
under contract #NAS8-
25192
N71-3778l(NASA,-CR-119961)
Sept. 22, 1971
	 1
A comparison of advanced electrical power systems applicabl
to large-scale spacecraft in the Shuttle Era. Comoatibiiit
is recommended between Shuttle and related spacecraft power
systems. Solid-State vs. electromechanical switching and
power control is discussed, and the use of a dedicated con-
trol computer with a data bus is recommended to enhance
maintainabil i ty, self-test, and to reduce power system
installed freight in large spacecraft. An excellent
bibliography is contained. Problems related to high-voltag
DC systems (100 VDC) are identified.
39. X 1 ix ix 1 1	 I xIntegrated Power Attitudes Rockwell is performing a study to analyze the virtues
Control System (IPACS) 	 of usin g shinning flywhee^ s for both electrical eneray
Mid-Term Briefing Summar 	 storage and attitude control of spacecri-ft. The IPACS con
Rockwell International
	 sists of a power generating source, energy/momentum wheels,
Corporation, Space	 motors and generators, power conditioning assemblies and
Division for NASA Lanole 	 com puter assemblies necessary to provide for non-interactin
under contract NASi-1173 power and attitude control functions. The presentation
Rockwell NO.SD73-SA-0017 material defines the program plan and study logic, and the
Jan. 17, 1973	 mission, competing subsystems, and IPACS requirements. In
com
	 addition, it defines IPACS operational fundamentals, trade
studies, and some system details. Although the stud y shows
cost advantages for geosynchronous and high power low earth
orbit missions, planetary and 30 day shuttle missions do
not show,IPACS benefit. In addition the issue of reli.abili
and failure modes and effects was not treated in this reoor
and should be carefull y considered.
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40. Space Power^ Supply This study compares relative merit of fuel cell, battery X X X—
Study and RTG power systems, in several combinations and for
Richard V.Silverman orbital life spans up to one .year.	 Average power levels
Technology Division of 300 and 600 watts are investigated, with peak Dower !
Navy Space Systems
Activity
NSSA-R40-68-5(AD672772)
May 1968
41	 Space El ectrical Power
Systems for the Mid-1970
Richard V. Silverman
Technology Division
Navy Space Systems_
Activity
NSSA-R40-69-4
September 1970
{
Space Shuttle Payload
Descriptions, Voi.I & II
(I: Automated.,Payloads;
II:Sortie Payloads)
Space Shuttle Payload
Planning Working Groups,
& Nat'l Academy of
Sciences.
October 1973
requirements to 5 KW for various durations.
Power systems are compared on several parameters, including X
	 X X	 X
cost, size, weight and state of development for requirement;
of a pprox. 30OW (average) and 2700 watts peak, with several
duty-cycles. It is concluded that Nuclear Reactor/Thermo-
electric systems, offer the greatest merit, however, solar
photovoltaic/battery systems are acknowledged as best for
low duty-cycle applications.
Engineering descriptions of automated and sortie payloads.
	 X	 X
Power type and consumption data is listed by power type,
average and peak power levels and energy needs. The automa ed
missions include power requirements from Shuttle, Tug, and
also describe spacecraft power system design capability.
43.	 Study and Analysis of	 This study compares power systems for post-1967 satellites
Satellite Power Systems
	 with sub-kilowatt loads, various user voltages are listed
Configurations for
	 and tradeoffs made between various distribution voltages
Maximum Utilization of
	 and frequencies. It is concluded that for the class of
Power	 satellites studied, a central inverter with AC distribution
TRW Systems for NASA-GSFC is desirable. Standardization of voltages is urged,
under contract #NAS5-9178 which could lead to standardization of circuits and com-
NASA-CR-898	 ponents, and later to their modularization.
October 1967
44	 System Design Considera-
tions for A 25 KW Space
Station Power System
Gary Turner, Alan K.
Johnson, and Martin G.
Ga'ndel
Lockheed Missiles and
Power system design is discussed, with photovoltaic source X
and regenerative fuel cells appearing to be the most
likely energy storage method. Development.activity in this
area of storage is urged, enhanced by the development of
115 VDC switchgear to control the power distribution.
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45.
Space Co.,	 Inc.
729074(7th IECEC Conf.
1972)
Logic-Controlled Solid- Development of an SCR-based 15 am p , 270 VDC remotely con-
State Switchgear for trolled circuit breaker is described.	 While not a prototy ,
270 volt DC it demonstrated the feasibility of such a device, an essential
D. Waddington and item for distribution systems in excess of 50 VDC. 	 A novel
E.	 Buchanan, Jr.,Martin- commutation circuit Is described, which does not employ
Marietta Corp . and transient current paths through the source nor load im-
G. Sundberg, NASA-Lewis pedances.	 Also incorporated was an automatic reclosed
PESC Record - 1973 function, with a selectable number of attempts, and a fixed
(IEEE AES Group) reset time.	 It is considered that the particular design is
1973 most applicable to aircraft	 and would reouire cnnsirjoarahlJune
	
	
, 	 y	 I
more design activity to be suitable to spacecraft applica-
tions.
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46	 A design for Thick
Film Microcircuit dc-to-
dc Converter Electronics
H.M. [dick, Jr. and
S Capodici, General
Electric Co.,Space Div.
IEEE Power Conditi onina
Specialists Conferencey
April 20, _1970
47
	
	 Decentralized Power
Processing for Large-
Scale Systems
James W. Williams,
Hughes Aircraft Co.
PESC Record-1973
(IEEE AES Group)
June 1973
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The design concept for a thick film microcircuit do-to-dc X X X X
converter electronics is presented.	 The techniques used
reduce weight by 70 percent, volume by 80 percent, and
interconnections by 75 percent.
	 The close piece-part
spacin g allowed short interconnections, lower dissipation,
and reduce noise coupling. 	 The developed microcircuit
handled total power levels from one watt to 25 watts.
X X X XRelative merit of centralized, decentralized and combina-
tion processing systems are discussed 	 Hughes contention
is that the combination approach, with a central pre
regulator with 100 VDC output, and local converter/regulat
for individual users is most desirable based on:
Regulation, fault isolation, reliability_, efficiency,
cost and weight.
Hybrid re gulators are described as having high reliability
than similar discrete units, thereby offsetting an apparen
higher parts count.
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APPENDIX I-2
POWER REQUIREMENTS OF AUTOMATED SPACECRAFT PER
NASA MISSION MODEL - SHUTTLE SYSTEM PAYLOADS
DATA STUDY
PAYLOAD CODE NUMBERS
ASTRONOMY
r AS-01-A	 - Large Space Telescope
AS-02-A	 - Extra Coronal Lyman Alpha Explorer
AS-03-A	 - Cosmic Background Explorer
AS-05-A	 - Advanced Radio Explorer
HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS
6
HE-01-A	 - Large X-Ray Telescope Facility
HE-03-A	 - Extended X-Ray Survey
HE-07-A	 - Small High Energy Observatory
HE-08-A	 - Large High Energy Observatory A
HE-09-A	 - Large High Energy Observatory 6
FIE-11-A	 - Large High Energy Observatory D
SOLAR PHYSICS
SO-03-A	 - Solar Maximum Satellite
ATMOSPHERIC AND SPACE PHYSICS
AP-01-A	 - Upper Atmosphere Explorer
f AP-02-A	 - Medium Altitude Explorer
AP-03-A	 - High Altitude Explorer
AP-04-A
	 - Gravity and Relativity Satellite - LEO
AP-05-A	 - Environmental	 Perturbation Satellite - Mission A
EARTH OBSERVATIONS	 j
EO-07-A
	
- Synchronous Meteorological Satellite
EO•-08-A
	
- Earth Observations Satellite
E0 -09-A
	 - Synchronous Earth Observation Satellite 	 !
EO-10-A	 - Special	 Purpose Earth Observation Satellite
EO-12-A	 - TIROS	 '0'
EO-56-A
	 - Environmental Monitoring ,Satellite
EO-57-A
	 - Foreign Synchronous Meteorological Satellite
EO-58-A
	
- Geosynchronous Operational Environmental Satellite
EO-59-A	 - Geosynchronous Earth Resources Satellite
EO-61-A	 - Earth Resources Satellite (Low Orbit)
EARTH AND OCEAN PHYSICS
OP-01-A	 - GEOPAUSE
OP-02-A	 - Gravity Gradiometer
A' OP-03-A	 - Mini-LAGEOS
OP-04-A	 - GRAVSAT
OP-05-A	 - Vector Magnetometer Satellite
OP-06-A
	 - Magnetic Field Monitor Satellite
OP-07-A	 - SEASAT - B
f
4 w
101
,._
r
r
i
PAYLOAD CODE NUMBERS (CONTINUED)
LIFE SCIENCES
LS-02-A,	 - Biomedical	 Experiment Scientific Satellite
SPACE TECHNOLOGY
ST-01-A
	 - Long Duration Exposure Facility
PLANETARY
PL-01-A
	 - Mars Surface Sample Return
PL-03-A
	 - Pioneer Venus Multiprobe
PL-07-A	 - Venus Radar Mapper
PL-11-A	 - Pioneer Saturn/Uranus Flyby
PL-12-A	 - Mariner Jupiter Orbiter,
PL-13-A	 - Pioneer Jupiter Probe
PL-18-A	 - Encke Rendezvous
PL-21-A	 - Encke Slow Flyby
PL-22-A
	 - Pioneer Saturn Probe
COKMUNICATIONS/NAVIGATION
CN-51-A	 - INTELSAT
CN-52-A	 - U. S.	 DOMSAT	 'A'
CN-53-A	 - U.	 S.	 DOMSAT 'B'
CN-54-A	 - Diaster Warning Satellite
CN-55-A	 - Traffic Management Satellite
CN-56-A	 - Foreign Communications Satellite
CN-58-A
	 - U.	 S.	 DOMSAT	 'C'
LUNAR
LU-01-A	 - Lunar Orbiter
I
1
7
..,	 _
Payload :Number Maximum Shuttle
Spacecraft Power System No. of
New
guy
Power (Watts) Type- Power Form Maximum Power Max-i:mum Energy Notes Sate-
& Quality (Watts) Storage (Watt-Hrs) M i tes
AS-01-A 2200 Array Bat 28vdc ± 2% 2120 5400 1 2K -2.2K
AS-02-A 350 " "	 " 150 15 Cell,	 12 AH .6 ft2SA 6 0 -.2K
AS-A 3.50 fi	 „ 11l:	 11 150 „	 . ,^ .6 ft2SA 7 0 -.2Y.
r.5 05-A 610 ,^	 ^, ,^	 ^, 150 „	 ^^ .b ft2SA 8 0 -.2K
g.'e-•01 --A , 1540 " 28vdc ±0.02° 1800 4800 1 1.6	 -1.8
H -03-A 1311 "	 " 1800 4800 1 1.6	 -1.8
H '--07-A 650 28vdc ± 2% 150 15 Cell,	 12 AH 3.6ft2 SA 4 0 -.2
HE'-08-A 900 "	 " 28 vdc 1800 4800 1 1.6 -1.8
HE-09-A 844 "	 " " 1800 4800 1 1.6 -1.8
fl-11-A 1540 " 28vdc ±0.02° 1800 4800 1 1.6 -1.8
SO-03-A 1030 " 28 vdc 250 2 .2 -.4
AP-01-A 1100 "	 " 28 vdc 200 40 AH 4 0 -.2
AP-02-A 1100 „	 „ „	 „ 200 4 0 -.2
AP-03-A 1300 " 300 6 1.2	 -.4
AP-04-A 1220 n	 n „	 ,^ 500 2 .4 -.5
AP-05-A 6000 „	 ^, „	 „ 6000 2 5.8 -6
EO-OT-A 450 If
	 11 11 900 2@ 40 AH 1 .8 -1
EO-08-A 1000 "	 " 11 1200 20 All 13 1	 -1.2
EO-09'-A 410 „	 „' „	 „ 557 9 .4 -.6
EO-10-A 160 " " 364 One 6AH 16 .2 -.4
EO-12-A 1000 " '"	 " 1600 20 AH 2 1.4 -1.6
EO-56-A 1000 28vdc ± 7V 680 20 AH 9 .6 -.8
EO-57'-A 109 If	 If 28 vdc 170 20 Cell, 3AH 6 0 -.2
EO-58=A 109 tI 	 11 11	 11 '20 Cell, 3AH 9 0 -.2
EO-61-A 450
If 
24.5 vdc 550 13 .4 -.6
OP-01-A 800 "	 " 28 vdc 500 2 .4 -.6
OP-02-A 485 ,^	 11 „	 „ 200 0 -.2
OP-03-A 0 None NA 0 _ 12
-
OP-04-A 1000 Array Ba 28 vdc 350 2 2 -,4OP-05-A 430 ,^	 ,	 n „	 „ 100 9 0 -.2
OP-06-A 430 it	 ,, If	 „ 100 3 0 -.2
OP-07-A 1145 It	 if „	 11 650 i 1 .6 -.8
10 11 lip III ...^t..M. ve+:.c"...
70
Payload Number Maximum Shuttle
Spacecraft Power System No. of
New
Buy
Power (Watts) Type Power Form laximum Power Maximum Energy Notes Sate-
s & Quality (Watts) Storage (Watt-Hrs) 11ites
LS-02-A 400 Array Bat 27.5±2.5vdc TBD 3
ST-01-A 0 None NA 0 1 --
PL-01-A Array 250 Orbiter 2 .2 -.4
PL-01-A 13000	 ^^ Rtg. 70 Lander 2 0 -,.2
PL-01-A _	 115 Vac Bat. 70 Rover 2 0 -.2
PL-03-A 13000 @ 115Vac.Array 180 5 0 -.2
PL-0:7-A Rtg's	 (3) 400 3 .2 -.4
PL-11 -A '+	 "	 _> Rtg's	 (2) 140 Bus 2 0 -.2
PL-11-A
kL
Bat's 50 Probe 2 0 -.2
PL-12-A: It	
,t_	 a Rtg's	 (3) 400 3 .2 -.4
PL-13-A Rtg's	 (2) 140 Bus 2 0 -.2
PL-13-A  1" Bat's 50 Probe 2 0 -.2
PL-18-A Arrays 200 3 0 -.2
PL-21`mA ^^	 „	 ,^ Arrays 200 1 0 -.2
PL-22-A Rtg (2) 140 Bus 2 0 -.2
PL-22•-A 11	 It Bat's 50 Probe 2 0 -.2'
CN-514 28vdc @ /5 Array Bat 82 ± llvdc 4400 4 Batteries Full Up 21 4.2 -4.4
Eclipse
CN-52-A 28vdc @ 68 rray Bat 27-43 vdc 380 2@8 AH 7 .2 -.4
CN-53-A 75 @ 28 vdc It 82 ± llvdc 4400 4 Batteries 14 4.2 -4.4
CN-54-A 83 @ 28 vdc Hv Solar _400V 5000 4 4.8 -5.0
rray
CN- 55-A 90 @ 28 vdc rray Bat 28 vdc 1320 11 1.2 -1.4
CN-56-A 84 @ 28 vdc et Array 28 vdc 550 11 .4 -.6
at.
CN-58-A 60 @ 28 vdc olar 28_.1	 vdc 466 2 Batteries 6 .4 -.6
LU-01-A
{I
1
L
13000
rray Ba t
rray Bat 2
it
P^	 ower.Mange Number of Different Total Number of Percent of Total Number Accumulated Number Col	 °B" Sums x 1001
I	 (K-W) Systems New Buy Satellites of Systems Satisfied of Systems Col	 "B" Total
@ -=!5^L 220 watts (191	 Sys. )
0-200 14 70 34,11 14 ¢	 36.5
l
(	 901-400
	
{
ff
6 35 48.7 20 55.0	 t
i
{	 401-600 6 43 63.3 26 f	 77.0
601-800 2 10 68.1 28 f	 84.0
801-1000 1 1 70.7 29 ?	 86.0
i
1001-1200 1 13 i	 73 30 89.5	 y
1201-1400 1 11 75.4 31 96.0	 I'
1401-1600 1 2
l	
77.9 32
l
w96.5
a
1601-1800 5 5 90.2 37 99.0	 D
1801-2000 99.0
- 202001	 2 0` 1 1 92.6 38 ,	 100
t
r
4201-4400 2 35 97.4 40
t1 fi
5801-6000 1 2 100 41
41 228
Col	 "All Col	 "B" Col	 11Cn Col	 "D"
Data Col "A" Sums	 x 1001
o Col "A" Total
o
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SOLAR ARRAY POWER REQUIREMENTS
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APPENDIX II-1
SOLAR ARRAY POWER REQUIREMENTS
Low Earth Battery Discharge Effects on Solar Array Size:
Ground Rules
104 minute orbit
35 minute night
69 minute day
400 w day and night power level
BATTERY OPERATION
Remote Regulated:
SOLAR	 REMOTE
'i	 ARRAY	 - -	 - -	 REG.	 LOAD
CHARGE
REG.
1
BATTERY
Charge Regulator Eff = 	 90%	 1
Discharge Regulator Eff 	 96%	 I
Remote Regulator Eff =
	
90%	 I
i	 Distribution from Bat to Load = 	 98%	 I
Distribution from Array tc Bat. = 	 98%
Array Isolation Diode =	 7%t
Power from Battery = 400	
= 4 72 W
.90
	 .96 .98 _
Battery Watt Hrs. _ 	 (472 W)(35 m)
60m
	
275 W-H
Energy Returned to Battery	 (275 W-H)(1.4 C/D)
.97 .90 .98	 451 W-H
it
j	 \	 |	 |	 '	 ]	 |	 |	 \	 \
'
^
e Series Regulated:
Charge Regulator Eff.
	
= 90%
it Discharge Regulator Eff.	 = 96% ^Series Regulator Eff.	 = 85%
Dist. from Bat to Load	 = 98% *	 ^
Dist. from Array to Bat 	 = 98% ^	 l
Array Isolation Diode	 = 97%
Battery Eff.	 = 1/1.4 1	 .
`
Power from Battery
	
=	 40OW = 500 W
T—.9-8-TT. 85)
	
\,96/-
it Battery Watt Hrs.	 = = 292
|
WH
Energy Returned to Battery	 (292 WH)	 (1.4 C/D) 477 WH
Power from Array	 (477 WH) (60 M/H 415 W
69 M
fl
it
iE Shunt Regulated
r
f	 a	 r
r
SOLAR
ARRAY
CHARGE	 DISCHARGE
LOAD
{ REGULATOR	 REGULATOR
BATTERY
R
j
^i
Charge Regulator Eff.	 = 90-
Discharge: Regulator Eff. = 85%
Battery Diode Eff.	 = 96%
Dist from B^^t to Load	 = 98%
Dist from Array to Bat	 = 98%
Array Isolation Diode 	 = 97%
Power from Battery	 400 W 500 W
(.98)
Battery Watt Hrs.	 _ (500 W)-(35 M) _ 292 WH
60 M/H
Energy Returned to Battery =	 (292 WH)	 (1.4') 477 WH
.90	 .98	 .97)
Power from !gray	 =	 (477 WH) (60 M/H 415 W
69M
s Solar Array Operation
Remote
SOLAR	 REMOTE;
; ARRAY 'REG. I LOAD
Remote Regulator Eff.	 = 90%
Dist from _Array to Load	 = 96%
Array Diode Eff.	 = 97%
Power from Array =	 400 W	 = 477 W
= ^.9
	
.96	 .97
k 109 i,
I^ 	 I	 I
Seri es
ERIES^
REG.	 LOAD
Series Regulator Eff. 	 = 85%
Dist from Array to Load = 963
Array Diode Eff.	 = 97%
Power from Array =	 400 W	 = 505 W
.85	 ,96	 .97
SOLAR
ARRAY
Shunt
SOLAR
ARRAYLOAD
POWER S/S
15W
Dist from Array to Load = 96%
Array Diode Eff. 	 = 97%
Power from Array = 400 W + 15 W = 446 W
	
.96	 .97
Total Array Power	 Low Earth
Remote	 392 + 477 = 869 Watts
Series	 415 + 505
	
920 Watts
Shun t 	 415 + 446	 861 Watts
Total Array Power - Synchronous
Remote	 520 Watts
Series	 550 Watts
Shunt	 -486 Watts
110 r
{
f
Degradati on Factors
l 12% Degradation/Year Low-Earth
`,
6% Degradation/Year Synchronous
1
Array Power BOM
Remote	 Series Shunt
"	 } Low-Earth	 1671	 1769 1656	 a
Synchronous	 645	 682 603	 ?
For EOM Powers, of (at 4 years)
Low-Earth	 869	 920 861
Synchronous	 520	 550 486
3
P
-
y
i
t	
3
-
1
"^
z
k 111/112	 z,
}
tiCOOx
N1b
 w
A
 3
zw
 
a
a
 
a
P
4
 o
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APPENDIX II-2
BATTERIES FOR
LOW EARTH ORBIT
Remote Reaulated
Series ReLul acted
k
t
Battery Discharge Watts
400	 = 500 Watts
f,. 85	 .98	 .96
f Battery Discharge Amps
500
	
= 18.1 Amp
f 27.6 V
Discharge Amp Hrs
18.1	 x 35	 = 10.6 AH
 
60
DoD = 10.6 = 21%
F 50
f
Shunt Regulated
Battery Discharge Watts
400	 500 Watts
.98	 .85	 .96
^L r
Battery Discharge Ampsi
#i 500 Watts = 26 Amps 3
1.2V/C	 16 Ce 1s
E f{E = 26 Ax35M	 15.2 AH IDischargeAH h60 M/HR
ax
r:
DoD	 15.2 AH	 30.4%
50 AH
}( _
Battery Weight r
ar Wt/Cell	 = 4.5 Lb
f
(23 'x 4.5)
	 (1
. 4)	 =	 145	 Lb kC16 x 4.5) x 1.4
	 = 101
	 Lb e
- 114
}
+r
Batteries for Geosynchronous Orbit
r>	 Remote Regulated
a	 Battery Discharge Watts
400	 = 472 W
;. (.9) , 98	 96
Battery Discharge Amps
h-
A79 W = 17 1 Am sm
27.6	 V
A	 ,
Discharge Amp Hrs.
(17.1	 A)	 (72 M)	 _ 20.5 AH
t 60 M/H
DoD
20.5 41%
50
Discharge Rate
50 AH	 = 2.9
17.1	 A
C/3
Charge AH
1_.2	 (20.5)	 = 24.6 AN
,Charge Current
24.6 ; AH < = 1.07 Amps
22.8 H
Rate
50	 _ 46,7;
1.07
f
C/46.7;
115
V	 I	 I	 I __I	 I_
Series Re4u1 ated
Battery Discharge Watts
400
	
^^-I, 0 W
.85	 .98	 .96
Discharge Amps = 500 = 18.1 A
27.6V
	Discharge AH = 18.1
	
72 = 21.7 AH
60
Do D
Uo
y
N'1 i
qj
ci
Discharge of 1 Battery Charge Battery Qc
o cn k o^y
Qj
qj
Q
Remote 23	 472 17.1 C/3 9.98 20% 50 AH 11.98 10.4 C/4.8 290 Lb 55K
Series 23	 500 18.1 C/3 10.6 21% 50 AH 12.7 11 C/4.5 290 Lb 55K
Shunt
	
16	 500 26 C/1.9 15.2 30% 50 AH	 18.2 15.9 C/3.2 202 Lb 38K
BATTERY CHARACTERISTICS
F
LOW EARTH ORBIT
i
i
- -----A
....
_	 r
„`-	 .. 
	 fir,,	 k..	 .....	 .,	 sR,YG 'n"'F	 .piliclVf" i,^4"E^lMs+46!
i,jI
i
i
^C7
s
i
Discharge 1 Battery ^^a Batteryk
0
Cle
Q ,a
Remote 23 472 17.1 C/3 20.5 41% 50 24.6 1.07 C/47	 Same Weight
& Cost As
Low Earth
Series 23 500 18.1 C/3 21.7 43% 50 26 1.14 C/44
Shunt 16 500 26 C/1.9 31.2 62% so 37.4 1.69 C/30
1i
i	 ^	 I	 1	
^	 1
.
APPENDIX II-3
RELIABILITY CALCULATIONS
APPENDIX IL-3
RELIABILITY CALCULATIONS
Failure Rates ( X 10 -6 )
IC's 0.05
SIGNAL XSTOR 0.003
POWER XSTOR 0.01
DIODES 0.002
RESISTORS 0.002
CAPACITORS 0.002
MAGNETICS 0.009 PER WINDING
RELAYS 0.20
FUSES 0.10
x^
i
a
^^f
^ Y
t.
i'
IG
t
SHUNT REGULATOR RELIABILITY
For 4 Years (3.504 x 10 4 Hrs)
Reliability of Voltage Sense/Majority Vote Circuitryr
;F
'i
R = RS  + 3R5 Q s + 3RS
 PL pH
ii	 QS= P L + PH
t = 3.504 x 104 (4 y rs )
Per Stage
pQ	 `^ ^_	 ^^ ^^,	 O^	 dui/,
.5	 1	 1	 1	 0.25 + .003 + .002L	
+.003	 .031 x 10-6
.025 + .003 + .101 +
H .5 1 5	 2	 1	 .004 +	 .003	 .095
x 10-6' , L	 =	 .031
;R
' 'H =	 .045 x 10-6
TT = .076 x 10-
PL = .031-e -	 (.076 x 10' 6 )	 (t)
.076
PL = .00108
PH = .00157
ii
i^ QS .00265 
RS = .99735
I! RS3 .9920
3RS 2 _ 2.984
3RS2Q .0079
r
^i
122
€RMV = 0.99990
J
i
Ref i abi 1 i ty of Power Amp
G
i
Electronics
3
/ot3	 Doti ^^ ^o
S
1
-T-0 .005
i 50%
0
1 C 1	 f • 007
f 50o
E 1	 !
j =	 .012 x 10-6
P O = .007	 ^1-e
	
-.012
L
x 10
-6
	(t)
.012
Po = 2.45 x 10-4
Ps = 1.75 x 10-4
R0 = 1-	 (2Po2 - Po4 + 4Ps2 - 4Ps3 + Ps4)
12.005 x 10- 8 - 36.03x10 - 16 + 12.25 x 10
-8
-21.44 x 10-12 + 9.38 x 10-16
RQ - 1-.000000242
RQ = .9999997
1
p
F
123'
Resistor of Power Amp
=6 x .03=.18x10-6
RR = e' t = .9937
p
	
RT = R R RQ
Power Amp = .9937
r
Shunt Element #1
x°	 o^
0
TO .5 1	 !	 1
j
x.005+.002+.002=.009x10-6
50%
TS
.5 1.005x10
f
-6
50
r = .014x10-h
—	 a
PO 	 .009 {1-e	 fit)
.014
R=.99951
Pp	 3.15 x 10..4 1
P S	 1.75 x 10-4
Relec	 R2+2RPS
= .9990 + .00035
Relec _ .99935
124
^	 1	 1	 I
)\RES=5x.03	 0.15x10-6
RRES = •99475
RELEMENT = '9941
! Sequencing Diodes
1+2+3+2+2.5 = 10.5 diodes
TD 
= 10.5 x .002 = .021
R DIODES _ '99926
?	 - 6 of 7 shunt elements situation
R _ RE7
 + 7 RE6QE
.9594 + 7	 (.9651)	 (.0059)
.9594 +	 .0'399
RTE = .99926
RSHUNT - (R	 )	 (RPA)	 (RDIODES^	 (RTE)MV
.
- (.99990)	 (.9937)	 (.99926)	 (.99926)
t
h! [RSHUNT = .9921	 for 4 years
:2 ti
125
!
"I
'cam	 t	 o	 `-	 t	 ti	 oCj
Total
	
AllQ 	 i	 o o 	 C'4^6x 10-
(3)	 (17)	 (4)	 (25)	 (32)	 (14)	 (6)
Load Preregulator	 .15	 .057	 04	 05	 .064	 .028	 .054	 --	 --	 .437
--	 (13)	 (6)	 (41)	 (60)	 (42)	 (28)
Series Reg.	 039	 06	 .082	 .120	 084	 .252	 --	 --	 .637
(4)	 (21)	 (2)	 (25)	 (91)	 (19)	 (2)
Failure Det	 .20	 .063	 .02	 .050	 .182	 .038	 --	 .40	 --	 .953
(1) (29)	 (3)	 (18)	 (95)	 (10)	 (1)
Charge Regulator	 .05	 .087	 .03	 .036	 .190	 .02	 --	 .02	 --	 0.613
(2) (21)	 (6)	 (23)	 (28)	 (18)	 (21).	 —
Discharge Regulator .10	 .063	 .06	 .046	 .056	 .036	 .189	 --	 --	 0.550
Shunt Regulator 	 Special Case
(5)	 (8)	 (11)	 (60)	 (4)	 --	 --	 --
Array Limiter	 --	 .015	 .08	 .022	 .120	 .008	 --	 --	 0.245
i
Power Dist Unit	 --	 --	 --	 --	 --	 --	 --	 --	 -
1
8
l!	 I	 I	 ^: .. I	 ^:	 f	 l
SUMMARY OF COMPONENT
RELIABILITY FOR 4 YEAR MISSION
Load Preregulator Reliability = .9848
Series Regulator	 = .9779
Standby Series Regulator	 = .9978
Charge Regulator	 = .9787
Discharge Regulator	 = .9809
Standby Discharge Regulator	 = .9981
Array Limiter	 = .9914
Shunt Reaulator	 = .9921
Ir
UNREGULATED SYSTEM RELIABILITY
RL	 = .9914
Rcr	 = .9787
RPREREG
	
.9848
(RL) (Rcr2 + 2Rcr Qcr) ( RTTC2+2RTTC QTTC ) (Rcr2+2 Rcr Qcr) (Rp3+3Rp2Qp)
(.9914) (.9579 + .0417) (.9698 + .0299) (.9698 + .0299) (.9551 + .0442)
(.9914) (.9996) (.9997) (.9997) (.9993)
RUNREGULATED = •9897
SERIES REGULATED SYSTEM
. _!
	 I	 I	 I	 j	 i___
SHUNT REGULATED SYSTEM RELIABILITY
RSHUNT	 .9921
Rcr	 = .9787
RDR	= .9809
iAPPENDIX I-4
EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAMS USED FOR
SYSTEM COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
I

r -1 VIN
I	 (22-35 VDC)	 INPUT
I	 '	 FIL.TER
SOLAR"
ARRAY
L__J
t
INHIBIT SIGNAL
FROM EXTERNAL -
FAILURE DETECTOR
L
CURRENT
TO VOLTAGE
TRANSDUCER
Vo (28 VDG1
TO
SPACECRAFT
LOADS
REGULATOR
CURRENT
SIGNAL TO
EXTERNAL
FAILURE
DETECTOR
POWER
SWITCH
OUTPUT
FILTER
CURRENT
DRIVE
AMPLIFIER
PULSE
WIDTH
MODULATOR
VREF
HIGH LEVEL
THRESHOLD
DETECTOR
^	 P	 p	 ,	 r iE
SPACE
Aw
SHUNT REGULATOR FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
DIVISION	 FIGURE CO-3
SOLAR
ARRAY
L J
iREGU;ATED
BUS VOLTAGE
ERROR
AMPLIFIER	 REGULATED BUS TO
VOLTAGE	 SPACECRAFT
REFERENCE
	
	
LOADS
SHUNT
ELEMENT
NO. 1
ERROR	 MAJORiTY	 QUAD	 -	 ••
AMPLIFIER	 VOTE	 POWER	 SEQUENCERAMPLIFIER	 •
VOLTAGE	 SHUNT
REFERENCE	 ELEMENT
NO. 6
r	 _
BATTERY CHARGE REGULATOR
S PPAA-C E	 (VOLTAGE/TEMP. COMPENSATED, WITH COMMAND
DIV
	
	
OVERRIDE & RECONDITIONING
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
FIGURE CO-4
TO SPACECRAFT
SOLAR,
ARRAY
MAIN POWER BUS BUS
t— ~
TO ALL
CHARGER VOLTAGEREGULATOR
I CIRCUITS
CURRENT '^
CONTROL ,'
CURRENT ERROR	 VOLTAGE
DETECTION AMP
I
TEMPERATURE.
COMMAND DETECTOR
BATTERY ^
DISCONNECT
OR
VREF
VREF
COMMAND GH VOLTAGE
OVERRIDE :HIUEMP SENSE
so T
FF
Do i
TEMP TEMP BATTERYCOMMAND SENSE SENSE DISCHARGEBATTERY ^. BUSRECONDITIONING RECOND/TIMING BATTERYCLRCUIT
Fk	
X	
Y	 4	 3	 1
FAILURE DETECTOR
S P A C E	 (WITH HI/LO VOLT. SENSE. & SWITCHING)DIVISION
	 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
FIGURE CO-5	 --^
REGULATOR	 REGULATORCURRENT
SIGNAL	 OVER CURRENT(EXTERNAL)	 INHIBIT SIGNAL BI STABLE
HI/LO	 MULTI VIBRATORTOGGLE
REGULATED BUS DELAY 	 THRESHOLD	 AMP	 CLOCK
VOLTAGE INPUT	 DETECTOR	 Q	 Q
VOLTAGE	 Vo (28 VDC)
t	 REFERENCE
	 RELAY , TO SPACECRAFTDRIVER	 1 LOADSf
WLAY 1VER I — - — — — --,
TOGGLE	 BUFFER	 I	 ^
COMMAND	 AMP	 1
r. .-1
SERIES
	
	
TO ALL ,
1I
UNREGULATEDBI STABLE
	 1 1	 1
BUS INPUT	 VOLTAGE	 FAILUREREGULATOR	 DETECTOR	 MULTI VIBRATOR	 I I(LOW PWR.) 	 CIRCUITS	 —Q 	 O	 II
II
RELAY -----IDRIVER
RELAY -- — —JDRIVER
INHIBIT
	
+1-REGULATOR SEENO. 1	 FIGURE
	
INHIBITREGULATOR	 CO 4
NO.2 _ J
F-+w
cn
BATTERY DISCHARGE PWM REGULATOR
rn	 ^' (WITH CURRENT LIMIT & FAULT PROTECTION)SPACE
^	 DIVISION FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
FIGURE CO-6
B , V°INPUT POWER OUTPUT RECTIFIER TOA FILTER SWITCH TRANSFORMER &FILTERT	 I SPACECRAFT
I	 T
	 I LOADS
I	 E	 I
I	 R	 I INTERSTAGE CURRENTL-1 -J CURRENT TO REGULATOR CURRENTAMP VOLTAGE SIGNAL TOTRANSDUCER FAILURE DETECTOR
OSCILLATOR PULSE WIDTH INHIBIT SIGNAL
MODULATOR FROM FAILUREDETECTOR
OVERCURRENTSHUTDOWN
BUS VOLTAGE
i
DIFFERENTIALRAMP
GENERATOR AMPLO FIER VOLTAGE
REFERENCE

APPENDIX II-5
INTERCONNECTIONS REMOTE SYSTEM
{ki
k	 ^	 F
APPENDIX II-5
INTERCONNECTIONS
' REMOTE SYSTEM
Voltage Limiter DC Input 1
DC Return 1
4 Resistor Panel 6
Back Up Commands 6	 a
to Disconnect Failed Shunt. Leg
Individual Current Monitors 6	 j
Bus Voltage 1	 ?
Temperature 1
22 i
Charge Regulator Batt Input (+) 1
Plus Discharge Diode
Main Bus	 Input 1
Regulated Input 1
Discharge Bus 1
Command & Override Di sconn 6
TLM Signals V,	 IC,	 1 03	 T, 4
s TLM CMD 3
Failure Bus Clamp 1
Remote Regulator DC Input	 (+)
u	 u
1
DC Output ((+) j
Command (On)
(Off) 2
TLM VIN, VOUT, I0, Temp 4
Command Monitor 2
1
Summary 1
F Voltage Limiter = 22
Charge Reg'r x (2)	 = 38
Remote Reg'r x (7) = 84
-J1.44	 System Total -
i
jam-
4
f
INTERCONNECTIONS
^I
SERIES SYSTEM
t	 Voltage Limiter ( Same As Remote) 22
k	 Charge Reg'r (Same As Remote) 19
Series Regulator DC Input (+) 1
DC Output (+) 1
1
Command (On), i
k , 	 (Off) 2
TLM V, I 0 , Cmd 3
VAUX IAUX 2
i Failure Det' r Interface 2
13
if
Failure Detector
i
Assume Instru- DC Input (+) 1 `
mentati on for Par- ^^	 ^^	 (_) 1
a l l el Operation Reg'r I Sig Input 2
& 2 Reg's for Reg'r Volt Sig Input 2
's400 W System Inhibit Feedback Sig 2
Cownand Toggle Pwr (On) 1
(Off) 1
TLM V3, I 2 , T 1 6
TLM Status 3
------eu
Summary
1
1
Limiter = 22
Charge Reg'r x (2) = 38
Series Reg'r x (2)	 = 26
Failure Det' r = 20
106 System Total
s
,y
140
r.

APPENDIX III-1
POWER EQUIPMENT PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENT
PRELIMI14ARY REQUIREMENTS
BATTERY CHARGER
3.0 Requirements
3.1 Operating Modes
The battery charger shall operate in two distinct modes.
3.1.1 Orbital Mode (O.M.)
In this mode, the charger will control charge current from the solar
array bus to a nickel cadmium battery consisting of 16 twenty ampere
hour series connected cells.
3.1.-2 Shuttle Mode (S.M.
The charger will condition the shuttle unregulated fuel cell power
and make it available at the battery bus to charge the battery and/
or satisfy spacecraft power demand thru the discharge regulator.
}
3.2 Orbital Mode Performance
3.2.1 Central Control
An external analog signal from the central control circuitry will
allow excess solar array current to be used for battery charging.
The charge current permitted by the central controls is that required
to control regulated bus voltage,
s	 K
3.2.2 Charge Voltage Limits
The charger shall limit the battery voltage at the charger interface
as modified by the battery thermistor resistance as shown in Figure 3-1. 	 a
F
	
	 Four temperature compensated voltage limits shall be selectable by
ground command.
3.2.3 Charmer Current Limits
current to the followin g :The charger shall limit its outp ut charge 4s	 j	 P	 g	
A) Low Earth Orbit - 5 amperes (c/4)'
h;	 B) GEO Synchronous Orbit - 1 ampere (c/20)
The orbital charge l imi t shall be preset to one of the above prior
{	 to launch.
3.3 Shuttle Mode Performance
3.3.1 Fuel Cell Operation
^?	 The presence of shuttle fuel cell voltage into the charger shal l
cause disconnection of the charger from the regulated solar array bus
and the central control charge signal. The absences shall cause
reconnection to both of the above interfaces.
3.3.2 Charger Current Limits
The charger shall limit its output current to the following levels:
A) The preset orbital rate
B) During the presence of the shuttle high current enable signal,
the output current limit will be changed from the orbital rate
to a 9.5 ampere rate.
3.3.3 Charge Voltage Limits
The voltage limits of 3.2.2 are applicable during the normal orbital
charge current rate operation. During the presence of the shuttle high
current enable signal, the lowest voltage limit will be selected. Upon
removal of the high current enable signal, the voltage limit will return
to its previously commanded level.
3.4 Interfaces
3.4.1 Input Voltage
4f 3.4.1.1 Regulated Bus
Voltage:	 28vdc ± 2/
Dynamic Impedance:	 100 m. to 100 KHz
10 my p-pRipple Voltage: 
zk
3.4.1.2 Shuttle Fuel Cell
Voltage	 27 to 35 vdc
Ripple:	 lv p-p
j
3.4.2 Battery
t	 3.4.2.1 Charge Voltage
The charger shall operate to these requirements when battery
voltage is between 17.6 and 24 vdc,
3.4.2.2 Battery Heater
The charger shall provide battery heater power to TBD watts from
the ,input buses of section 3.4.1. A comnandable enable,/disable
switch shall be included in the charger for this power line.
{
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3.4.2.3	 Battery Isolation
The charger shall	 provide a battery isolation switch to dis-
connect battery power from the charger.
	 This switch shall be
' commandable to either the OFF or ON state by the spacecraft
commands and by shuttle control.
A second contact of this switch shall open the input power lines
E
of section 3.4.1.
A digital	 signal	 shall be developed for switch status telemetry.
r 3.4.2.4
	
Battery Thermistor
Two battery thermistors will be provided to the charger.
	 One
will be used for the temperature compensation of the battery
voltage limit described in section 3.2..2. 	 The second will
	
be
conditioned to an analog signal of 0 to 5vdc for telemetry.
3.4.3	 Discharge Bus
9
The charger shall provide a battery dischar ge bus to interface with the
Discharge Regulator. 	 Isolation is to be provided in the charger to
prevent :battery failure from loading the discharge bus 	 and to prevent
r battery charging from another charger in the system.
3.4.4
	
Telemetry
The charger shall	 condition the following signals for telemetry:
Analog
1.	 Battery charge/discharge current
2.	 Battery voltage
3.	 Battery temperature
'
?
Digital
9
1.	 Battery/Charger On/Off Switch status
}. 2.	 Voltage Limit status
3.4.5	 Command
The charger shall respond to the following from the spacecraft command
subsystem:
.,
j
1.	 Voltage Limit bit 1
2.	 Voltage Limit bit-2
3.	 Voltage Limit Reset
4.	 Battery/Charger ON
5.	 Battery/Charger OFF
6.	 Battery Heater Enable
x 7.	 Battery Heater Disable
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3.4.6 Shuttle Control
The charger shall respond to the following signals when connected to
the shuttle:
1. Battery/Charger ON
2. Battery/Charger OFF
s. High Current Enable/Disable (level signal)
3.5 Fault Protection,
The charger shall be fused at the input Junction of the two power sources
to prevent continious undervoltage on the regulated bus due to a failed
charger.
The charger output to the battery shall be fused to prevent battery discharge
into a failed charger.
3.6 Detailed Requirements
3.6.1 Charge Efficiency
The charger shall have a minimum charge efficiency of 85 percent when
operating in the orbital charge rate modes.
3.6.2 Standby Power
The charger standby power when not charging shall not exceed TBD watts.
3.6.3 Maximum Power Dissipation
Maximum power dissipation when operating in the shuttle mode shall not
exceed 40 watts.
3.6.4 Discharge Efficiency
The discharge path between battery input and battery bus output thr u
the isolation diode shall have a maximum voltage drop of 0.5 volts when
conducting 7 amperes.
3.6.5 Input Ripple
The charger shall not produce a ripple current on the regulated solar
array bus in excess of TBD milliamperes. This applies to orbital mode
operation only.
3.6.6 Undervoltage
The charger must sustain an undervoltage condition for TBD seconds.
Charge current will be terminated during this condition by the magnitude
of the central control signal
The minimum chargerinput voltage during -the undervoltage peric
will be 15 vdc.
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PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENTS
DISCHARGE REGULATOR
3.0 Requirements
Y	 The discharge regulator shall boost the battery voltage in a controlled
manner to support the regulated power bus during eclipse and peak periods.
3.1 Performance
3.1.1 Central Control
An external analog signal from the central control circuitry will
activate and control the discharge regulator to maintain the voltage of
the regulated bus.
3.1.2
	 Discharge Current Limit
The discharge regulator shall limit its output current to the
regulated bus at a maximum of 36 amperes.
3.2	 Interfaces
3.2.1
	
Battery Bus Input Voltage
The discharge regulator shall provide the current of 3.1.2 to	
1
the regulated bus with a battery bus input voltage between 16 and 24vdc.
3.2.2
	
Regulated Bus Output
Voltage::	 28vdc ±2%
Ripple:	 100 mV P-P max	
a
Dynamic Impedance:	 200 m to 100 KH	
j
3.2.3	 Telemetry
The discharge regulator shall provide a conditioned analog signal
of its output current magnitudefor telemetry.
;j
3.3	 Fault Protection
The discharge regulator shall be designed to prohibit a single failure
t
14?	
,.
f k:.
from causing a full - ON discharge state. The unit shall be fail-safe such
that any single failure will result in a shut-down mode.
3.4 Parallel Operation
The discharge regulator must be capable of operation with as many as
3 identical units in parallel with it. A common central control signal will
operate all parallel discharge regulators. Load sharing of the parallel
regulators shall be within 15%.
3.5 Detailed Requirements
3.5.1 Efficiency
The discharge regulator shall have a minimum efficiency of 85
percent when operating below the current limit of 3.1.2.
3.5.2 Standby Power
The discharge regulator power consumption when not supporting
spacecraft loads shall not exceed 4 watts.
a
i
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` 	 PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENTS
CENTRAL CONTROL
3.0 Requirements
The central control shall provide the signals to automatically control the
power bus voltage throughout all phases of mission operation.
t
i
3.1 Performance
The central control shall measure the regulated power bus and provide signals
to the discharge regulator, charger, and shunt dissipator to maintain the bus
within ±2 percent regulation.
r'
3.1.1 Solar Array Priority
The central control shall provide priority for solar array power as follows:
1. Loads
2. Battery charging
3. Shunt dissipation
3.1.2 Operating Modes
The central control shall cause operation of the three following modes:
1. Battery Discharge 	 l
2. Battery Charge	 J
3. Shunt Dissipation
The percent of modal operation vs the percent bus voltage deviation is
shown in figure 1.
{
There shall not be any overlap of the three operating modes. That is the
operating mode must be full ON or full OFF before the ajacent mode turns
ON.
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3.2 Interfaces
3.Z.1 Regulated Bus
1
The central control shall operate battery discharge regulators, chargers,
and shunt dissipators to provide the following:
Voltage:
	
28 vdc ± 2%
Ripple:	 100 mV P-P max
Dynamic Impedance: 200 m 	 to 100 KHz
i
3.2.2 Discharge Regulator
The central control shall provide an analDg signal to control operation
of the discharge regulator. A decreasing voltage will require an in- 	
t
crease in the percentage of discharge regulator operation. This signal
shall be capable of driving 3 parallel discharge regulators.
3.2.3 Battery Charger
The central control shall provide an analog signal to control operation
of the battery charger. A decreasing voltage will permit an increase
in the percentage of charger operation. This signal shall be capable of
driving 14 parallel battery chargers.
3.2.4 Shunt Dissipator
The central control shall provide an analog signal to control operation
of the shunt dissipator. An increasing voltage will require an increase
in the percentage of shunt dissipator operation. This signal shall be
capable of driving 8 parallel shunt dins i pators .
a
3.3 Fault Protection
No single piece part_ failure shall prohibit any function of the central control.
Majority voting and quad redundancy shall be used where appropriate to meet-
this requirement.
t
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PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENTS
SHUT DISSIPATOR
	 -
3.0 Requirements
The shunt dissipator shall control the operating point of the solar
array to maintain the array voltage at a constant value and hence develope
a regulated bus.
3.1 Performance
The activation of the shunt dissipator is accomplished by the central
control signal which is related to the regulated bus voltage error.
3.2 Interfaces
3.2.1 Solar Array
The solar array shall be segmented into circuits. Each circuit
shall contain an upper and lower array. The shunt dissipator shall be
designed for a solar array whose cell characteristics are as shown on
F	 ,
Figure 1.
The total array circuit shall consist of no more than 5 parallel cells and
s	 contain between 75 and 85 cells in series. The upper array circuit
shall have a minimum of 30 series cells.
A shunt dissipator will control the power provided by 14 solar array
circuits by shunting the lower circuits of the solar array.
3.2.2 Central Control
An external analog signal from the central control circuitry`
will activate and control the shunt dissipater via the quad driver circuit.
F
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3.3
	 Detailed Requirements
3.3.1
	 Number of Shunt Elements
o	 t
There shall be 12 Shunt Elements per Shunt Dissipator. 	 The power
^ J
provided by the 2 unshunted solar array circuits will be handled by a
l quad driver amplifier.
`	 ! 3.3.2	 Element Current
Each shunt element shall	 be capable of shunting a maximum of 1.5 	 -'j
amperes.
The shunt element shall	 contain protection such that in the 	 i
' event of a failure of a solar array isolation diode, no more than 2
amperes ±20% can flow thru a shunt element from the solar array tap
point.
s
f:
1 3.3.3
	
Element Voltage
The maximum voltage across a shunt element (array tap point voltage)
shall
	 be 20 vdc.
3.3:4	 Sequencing Control
The 12 shunt elements shall 	 be arranged into 6 circuits each c,)n-..
.. sisting of 2_parallel 	 shunt elements.	
f
As the quad driver current increases, the sequencer shall cause
each circuit to turn-on in a manner that avoids simultaneous peak -power
., a
dissipation in the-6 circuits.
i
r:
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3.3.5 Quad Driver
The shunt quad driver shall receive its operating power from the
+28vd--.. bus. The maximum current drawn from this bus shall be 3 amperes.
3.4 Parallel Operation
The shunt dissipator must be capable of operation with as many as seven
identical units in parallel with it . A common central control signal will
operate all parallel shunt dissipators.
APPENDIX TZ-2
POWER MODULE THERMAL ANALYSIS
it
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r APPENDIX _III-2
POWER MODULE THERMAL ANALYSIS
Introduction
A thermal evaluation of Power Modules for general application to a
Satellite Bus was undertaken to verify an adequate thermal control concept.
The thermal requirements include:
a)	 Battery temperature range O oC to 250C.
b)	 50C maximum temperature difference between batteries mounted
t^
to the same module.
c)	 50C maximum temperature difference between batteries mounted
in two modules.
d)	 Nominal temperature range (i.e. O oC to 40 0C) for other module
components.
One or two modules is required per spacecraft and the spacecraft mission
w
Is either a low earth altitude
	
or a geosynchronous altitude,
a
Discussion •
Layouts were completed for both a 48" x 48" panel module and a 40" x 48"
panel module.	 Summary thermal data for the module components are presented in
Table 1.	 The orbital geometry for the modules is presented in Figure 1 for
both the low earth orbit and geosynchronous orbit configurations. 	 Both modules
are placed on the non-sun side of the spacecraft for the low earth orbit
mission, and on the north side of the spacecraft for the geosynchronous orbit
mission, thus minimizing the heat flux incident on the module radiating area.
The thermal requirements for each size panel for only one module and for two
modules is presented on Table 2.
	
Per the modulelayouts, the number of each
type component is presented along with the total_ power dissipation for both
the low earth orbit and geosynchronous orbit mission, using the dissipation
data from Table 1 and the component compliment defined in Table 2. 	 Radiator
requirements were then determined for each module for both orbital missions.
For low earth orbit applications, where the orbital period of 100 minutes is
small compared to the component thermal time constants, the module radiation
areas required can be sized based on the average orbital environments, average
orbital power dissipation and10 0C, the average desired battery temperature.
For geosynchronous orbit applications, where the orbital period of 24 hours
is large compared to the component thermal time constants and the sun angle
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is seasonal, module radiators must be sized for the maximum conditions using
the summer solstice solar illumination and solstice power dissipation with a
module radiator temperature of 20 0C, near the maximum temperature allowed.
The resulting radiator area requirements, shown on Table 2, indicate that
adequate heat rejection area is available in all cases. Given the established
design, the minimum average module temperature can be defined. For constant
dissipations, the only change for the low earth orbit is due to the difference
between degraded and undergraded thermal coating optical properties. With
the module location defined (Figure 1) this change has a minimal effect and
the minimum average temperature is 9 0C, a 1°C range from the 100C design point.
For the geosynchronous orbit, the minimum case occurs at winter solstice when
the sun is on the other side of the spacecraft. A minimum average temperature
of -3.30C results, indicated a need for heaters to maintain the required 0°C.
The heater power requirements per module to hold 0°C are shown to be acceptably
small. The average module temperature at equinox is shown to be somewhat higher
since, at equinox, the average heat dissipation is higher, thus somewhat com-
pensating for the lack of solar illumination.
The designs established are quite feasible based on average module con-
ditions. In order to determine the battery to battery temperature differences
and orbital transients, detailed transient thermal models were established for
the 48" x 48" panel Case II designs defined for modules 1 and 2 for both the
low earth orbit and geosynchronous orbit designs, as shown on Figures 2 and 3.
Since the component layouts are thermally symmetrical, the required radiation
areas were taken to be symmetrical and only one-half of the module was modeled.
The analysis results are shown on Tables 3 and 4 for Modules 1 and 2 respec-
tively. For Module 1, a single and double radiator thermal concept was eval-
uated to determine the sensitivity of the design to the high power discharge
regulators. This concept was approximated by decoupling the conduction be-
tween panel elements along the double radiaitor boundary shown on Figure 2.
Results
The results show that detailed optimization is required to meet all
requirements, but that attaining these requirement,.: is feasible with a single
radiator concept. For module 1, the average module temperature level must be
reduced with an average panel temperature reduced from 10 0C to nearer 0°C which
will result in an averp a battery temperature of about 15 0C. The radiator
area increase to 15 ft at 0°C (from 12.33 ft) should favor the high power
discharge regulators, thus simultaneously lowering their maximum temperatures
at least 100C. The module 1 geosynchronous orbit design must also have its
maximum average temperature lowered to narer 15 0C. The radiator area in-
crease to 5.17 ft at 150C (from 4.69 ftl) will increase the required module
heater power from 5.35 watts to 16.6 watts which is still considered to be
acceptable. The module 2 design will meet all requirements with a slight
tailoring of the radiation area location relative to the module components.
Detailed analyses will be required to finalize any module design established.
Conclusions
The power modules evaluated can be designed for both low earth and
geosynchronous orbit applications with a single radiator passive thermal de-
sign (coatings plus insulation) supplemented by heater power for geosynchronous
orbit applications. 'The thermal analysis required to determine average design
temperature levels and thermal coating patterns is very detailed, due to the
large variation in day/night component dissipations and large component thermal
masses, requiring a transient thermal model and multiple iterations.
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Maximum Power Dissipation - Watts
Low Earth Orbit Geos nchronous Orbit
Size Weight
Thermal
Capacitance Night
	
Day
{ Equinox
Kight	 Day
Component (Inches) (#) (BTU/°F) (1/3)	 (2/3) IAvg. 0.2 Hrs)	 (22.8 Hrs)	 Avg. Solstice
Battery 8x9r.8 44. 6.6 35. 7.5 16.6 40. 6.8 8.5 6.8
Charger 6x9.5x8.5 9. 2.25 7.5 15. 12.5 9. 7. 7.1 (	 7.0
Central Control 4x4.5x4 4. 1.0 1. 5. 3.7 1. 5. 4.8 5.0
Discharge Regulator 8.5x9.5x5 12. 3.0 17./ * 4. -+ 25./* 4. -+ 4.0
Battery Battery
Remote Decoder-Mux.; 6x4x2 2. 0.5 1.2 1.2 1.2 .1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
* 100.0 Watts Maximum per Regulator
+ Function of No. of Batteries
Table 2
THERMAL REQUIREMENTS
48 11 	48" Panel	 15.16 ft2) 4011 	 48° Panel
	 12.5 ft 
Module I Moue 2 Module 1 Module_Z
Parameter Case I	 Case II Case II OnlyCase I Case II Case II Only
Number of Components
Batteries 7 6 10 5 4 8
Charger 7 6 10 5 4 8
Central Control 1- 1 - 1 1 -
Discharge Regulator 3 4 - 3 4 -
Remote Decoder Mux 1 1 1 1 1 1
Total Power Dissipation
Low Earth Orbit
Day (Watts) 175.7 157.2 226.2 130.7 112.2 181.2
Night (Watts) 418.7 529.2 426.2 299.7 376.2 341.2
Average (Watts) 254.2 280.0 292.2 186.5 199.3 234.0
Geosynchronous Orbit
Equinox:
Day (Watts) 114.8 105.0 139.2 87.2 77.4 111.6
Night (Watts) 520.2 696.2 491.2 372.2 498.2' 393.2
Average (Watts) 135.1 134.6 156.8 101.5 98.4 125.7
Solstice.	 (Watts) 114.8 105.0 139.2 87.2 77.4 111.6
Radiator Area^ft2^
Low Earth Orbit At 11.20 12.33 12.87 8.22 8.78 10.31
10'C & Avg. Diss.
Geosynchronous Orbit 5.13 4.69 6.22 3.89 3.46 4.98
at 20°C & Summer Solstice
Diss.
Minimum Avg. Temperature (°C)
Low Earth Orbit 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0
Geosynchronous Orbit
Equinox 7.7 13.8 4.7 7.2 13.3 4.8
Winter Solstice
-3.3 -3.3 -3.3 -3.3 -3.3 -3.3
` Heater Power ( Watts)
For O°C Min. Temp. 5.85 5.35 7.09 4.43 3.94 5.68
at Geosynchronous Orbit
i	 Minter SGlstice
A
Low Earth Orbit Geos nchronous Orbit
Node Sinqle Radiator Double Radiator inqle Radiator Double Radiator
Component No. Tmax Tmin Tavg Tmax Tmin Tavg Solstice Equinox So
max Start of After Tmax 72 Min Tmax Start of After Tmax 72 Min
Umbra 72 Min Umbra
1+4
Umbra 72 Min Umbra
Tmin Umbra Hr Tmin Umbra +4 Hr
Battery Charger 1 20.3 17.2 18.7 9.5 6.8 8.2 21.9 -1.4 1.7 9.5+ 9.5 27.0 4.4 7.6 11.0+ 11.0
Battery Charger* 2 32.6 29.6 31.1- 50.4 46.8 48.5 21.4 -2.1 3.8 10.4+ 10.4 16.4 -7.8 -1.8 10.2+ 10.2
Discharge Regulator A 3 56.9 42.4 49.7 78.9 63.9 71.9 20.7 -2.5 56.2 56.2 20.9 13.3 -11.0 53.0 53.0 26.8
Battery 4 27.3 24.2 26.1 15.1 12.3 13.7 25.3 2.2 14.8 17.8 17.8 31.7 9.3 19.6 19.6 17.9
Remote Dec/Mux 5 28.5 26.6 27.4 17.9 16.6 17.2 28.3 5.1 11.1 20.1+ 20.1 34.3 11.8 17.1 20.8 20.8
Discharge 6 57.5 43.0 50.3 78.8 63.9 71.9 21.8 -1.4 57.4 57.4 22.3 13.3 -11.0 53.0 53.0 26.8
Regulator*
Battery 7 28.6 25.5 27.4 17.4 14.6 16.1 27.6 4.6 17.1 20.1 20.1 34.6 12.4 22.7 22.7 21.5
Central Control 8 33.9 30.2 32.1 24.4 21.3 23.1 37.0 13.9 13.1 28.4+ 28.4 43.6 21.2 20.0 30.5+ 30.5
Battery Charger* 9 34.0 31.1 32.6 50.4 46.8 48.5 22.6 -.6 6.4 13.2 13.0 16.4 -7.9 -1.8 10.2+ 10.2
Battery 10 21-.5 18.8 20.4 14.3 11.7 13.0 22.3 -.9 9.5 10.3+ 10.3 28.2 5.9 16.7 16.7	 '15.6
Battery to Battery 7.0 3.1 5.3 5.7 7.6 9.8 9.8 6.4 6.5 6.0 6.0 5.9
AT Max
Module to Module 2 15.5 6.9 10.4 8.5 10.6 16.8 16.8	 .17.4 16.3 16.2 16.2 18.2
Battery to Battery
aT Max.
4-
r
Low Earth Orbit	 Geos nchronous Orbit
S.	 Solstice Equinox
Start of After 72 72 Minute
Node Umbra Minute Umbra Plus
Component No. Tmax Tmin Tavg Tmax Tmin Umbra Tmax 4 Hours
Battery Charger 1 11.5 9.2 10.4 17.4 -3.8 -	 .5 2.1 2.0
Battery
i
2 13.9 11.1 12.5 17.2 -3.9 6.5 6.5 3.7
Battery 3 20.1 17.3 18.8 20.1 -0.7 9.4 9.4 6.2
`	 Battery 4 19.3 16..4 17.9
^ 
20.1 -0.8 9.6 9.6 6.9
i
Battery Charger 5 24.6 22.0 23.3 24.0 3.3 6.1 8.3+ 8.3
Battery Charger 6 23.8 21.3 22.6 23.7 3.1' 6.9 9.5 9.3
Battery Charger 7 15.9 13.5 14.8 20.4 -0.5 2.1 4.0+ 4..0
Battery 8 18.3 1545 16.9 20.2 -	 .7 9.3 9.3 6.1
Battery Charger 9 10.2 7.8 9.1 17.5 -3.8 -1.1 .8 .8
Battery 10 13.3 10.5 11.9 17.3 -3.9 6.5 6.5 3.3
Battery To Battery AT 6.8 6.8 6.9 3.0 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.6
Max
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